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. Ill hail! On curled clouds / come
To answer thy best pleasure :
To thy st strong bidding, 
Ariel, and all his quality. 
/ 
Dedication~ ---;--;--;-
To
the students of Lawrence 
University, who have in their 
keeping the decision of its des-
tiny, by whom and for whom 
the College exists, and who will go to 
make up the cultured citizens who shape 
the Larger State 
$ $ THE CLASS OF '97. 

Year 1896-7
Fall term 
Examinations Tuesday, September 15 
Term of Fourteen Weeks Began 
Annual Rec ption of Y. M. and Y. \V. C. A. 
Senior Chapel Exercises 
ophomore Exhibition 
Wednesday eptember 16 
Friday, September 25 
Monday, Decemb r 14 
Monday, December 21 
Winter \ 'acation of Two \Veeks Began Wednesday, December 23 
Winter term 
Term of TwelveWeeks Weekseks Began Wednesday, January 6 
Celebration of Semi-Centennial of Lawrence 
Tuesday and Wednesday, January 19 and 20 
Day of Prayer for Colleges 
Senior Chapel Exercises 
Junior Exhibition 
S pring \ 'acation of One Week Began 
Spring term 
Term of Eleven Weeks Began 
Freshman Debate, 
Field Day with Beloit 
Term Examinations 
Sub-Freshman Exhibition 
Commencement Love-Feast 
Baccalaureate Sermon 
Address Before the Religious Societies 
Prize Rhetorical Exhibition 
Meeting of Joint Board of Trustees and Visitors 
Exhibition of the Musical Department 
Exhibition of Department of Physical Culture, 
Reunions of the Lit rary ocieties 
Banquet and Reuni n of the Alumni Asso s iation 
Commencement Day-
I resident's Reception, Commencement Concert, 
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Thursday, January 2 
Wednesday, March 17 
W edn esday, March 24 
Wednesday March31 
Wednesday, April 7 
Friday, June 4 
Saturday, June 12 
Friday, June 18 
Saturday, June 19
Sunday, June 20 
unday, June 20 
Sunday, June 20 
Monday, June 21 
Tuesday, June 22 
Tuesday, June 22 
Wednesday, June 23 
Wednesday, June 23 
\Vednesday, June 23 
Thursday, June 24 
lloN. Al\10S A. LAWRENCE 
SAMUEL APPLETON
C. N. P AINE 
D. G. ORMSBY 
MRs. D. G. ORMSBY 
Hon. PHILETUS Sawyer
W. DROWN
JOSEPH A. RORK
A. CLINTO 
MRs. E. L. WITTE R
MR. AND MRS. R. P. ELMORE
D. \\'. BRITT01 
MRs. EDWARDS 
MRs. L. 1\1. ALEXANDER 
MRs. HARRIET MILLER 
MRs. N. L. KNEELAND 
MRS. J. L. ROE 
JOIIN H. VAN DYKE
MRs. ELLEN APSEY 
MRS. W. H. IIATTON 
JOSEPH DESSERT 
C. G. ADEINS 
A. L. SMITH 
JOLE AND VlLLIA HOH.TON 
R. M. McMILLEN 
Gov. LEWIS 
PROF. BROOKS 
CHARLES 0. Tl HENOR
HoN. J. HICKS 
LYMAN A. JONES 
L.A. JONES 
N. H. BROKAW 
Partial List
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Boston, Mass. 
Boston, Mass. 
Oshkosh, \Vis. 
Milwaukee, \Vis. 
Iilwaukee, Wis. 
Oshkosh , \Vis. 
Beaver Dam, Wis.
Appleton, \Vis. 
Clinton, Wis.
Grand Rapids, \Vis. 
Milwaukee, Wis. 
Green Bay, Wis.
Port Edwards, Wis. 
l\Iilwaukee, \\ 'is. 
Waukesha, \Vis. 
Wauwatosa, Wis. 
Evanston, Ill. 
Milwaukee, Wis.
Sparta, Wis. 
ew London, \Vis. 
Moseneque, Wis. 
Appleton, Wis. 
Appleton, Wis. 
Appleton, Wis. 
Oshkosh, Wis. 
Col um bus, Wis.
Minneapolis, Minn. 
Kansas City, Mo. 
Oshkosh, Wis. 
Williamstown, Mass. 
Deceased 
Kaukauna, Wis. 
Hon. PHILETUS SA WYER PRESIDENT 
ROBERT McMILLE , FIRST VICE-PRESIDENT
EMORY STANSBURY M. D., E CONDVICE-PRESIDENT
REv. E. . McCIIESNEY, A. M. , D.D., SECRETARY 
GEORGE F. PEABODY, TREA SURER 
REV. A. J. BENJAMIN, GENERALAGENT
CIIARLE G. ADKIN S, 
REV. A. J. MEAD, B. D., 
HON.THEOBALD OTJE , A. 1\1., 
E. M. BEACH, 
JOH H. VAN DYKE, 
P ROF. HIRAM A. JO E , A. M., 
A.]. REID, 
REv. HENRY COLMAN, A. M., D. D., 
S. II. ALBA , 
REV. J. S. DAVIS, A. M., D . D. , 
JOII BOTTEN EK, M. S., 
L. J. NASH, A. M., 
W. W. COOPER, 
JOHN l\Ic AUGIITON, 
W. H. HATTON, . 
L. M. ALEXANDER, 
IloN. N. C. GIFFIN, A M., 
JOHN FAVILLE, A. M., D. D., 
N. H. BROKAW, A. M., 
ISAAC STEPHEN ON, 
GEORGE II. TREVER, PH. D., D. D., 
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Oshkosh 
Oshkosh 
Appleton 
Appleton 
Appleton 
Appleton 
Appleton 
Appleton 
l\Iilwaukee 
Waupun 
Milwaukee 
Appleton. 
Appleton 
Milwaukee 
Rhinelander 
Appleton 
Appleton 
Manitowoc 
Kenosha 
Appleton 
New London 
Milwauk e 
Fond du Lac 
Appleton 
Kaukauna 
Marinette 
Milwaukee 
Rev. A. J. BENJAMIN GEORGE F. PEABODY REV.E. S. l'lcCI ESNEY
Dr. EMORY STAN SBURY PHILETUS SAWYER ROBERT McMILLEN
Visitors
REV.E. S. Mc IIE EY, A. I. D. D., 
REV.FRA K PEA SE (Wis. 'o nf. ), 
II. P. MAGILL (\ st Wis. onf.), 
REV. J. F. ZU M (W st \ is. onf.), 
REV.J HN II EIDER, A. 1. ( \ is. 'onf.) 
REV.A. J. BENJAMI (\ is. onf.), 
REV.J. A. WILLEY (\ e t Wis. onf.), 
REV. E. . D lX N, A. I. (\ est Wis. onf.), 
REV. . . E EDI T A. M. (\ st \ i . onf.), 
REV. J II HAW, A. M. (West W is. onf.), 
REV. J. F . FAR IER, D. l . ( \Vis. onf.), 
REV. J. . LEA (Wis. on£.), 
. G. ADKI
,\ppleton 
Jan sville 
La rosse 
Monroe 
enah 
Apple ton 
Broadhead 
Barron 
Arcadia 
Mondovi 
Marinette 
Racin 
PRESIDENT,· SA l l EL PLANTZ 
DR. E. S. Mc lJES EY 
PROFESSOR 1 I. A. JO ES 
DR. EM RY STA B RY 
DR. JOll FA \'ILLE 
REV. A. J. MEAD GE RGE F. I EAB DY 
I I 
REV.SAMUEL PLANTZ, P11. D. , D. D., Upper Campus, 
President and Paine Memorial Professor of Ethics and Christian Evidence
HIRAM A. JONES, A. M., South Street, 
Lee Claflin Professor of the Latin Language and Literature
R Ev . HENRY L Ml\IIS, D. D ., Green Bay Street, 
Professor of Greek Language and Literature
DEXTER P. NICHOLSON, M. S. , John Street, 
Alumni Professor of Natural History and B iology 
CHARLES 0. MERICA, A. M., Washington Street, 
D. C. Ormsby Memorial Professor of History and PoliticalScience
CHARLES W . TREAT, A. M., Durkee Street, 
Philetus Sawyer Professor of Chemistry and Physics
FRANK E. MlLLlS, P11. D., ouch treet, 
Emily L / I itter Professor of Mathematics and Astronomyand Directorof the Observatory
MABEL EDDY, Ormsby Hall , 
Preceptress and Instructor in German and French
ELIZ1\BETII \VILS0 1 , B. L., College Avenue, 
Instructor i11 English Literature and Latin
REv. EMA UEL GER.ECHTER, Edwards treet, 
Professor of Hebrew and German
JAME 0. GREEN, First Lieut., 25th INFANTRY, Lawrence Street, 
Professor of Military Science
SARA II. PARKES. Ormsby Hall , 
Instructor in Elocution and PhysicalCulture 
MRs. ELLA M. BOTTE SEK, College Avenue, 
Instructor iu Painting and Drawing
JOH SIL VESTER, South Street, 
Director of Department and Professor of Pianoforte Organ Harmony
HARRY HEARD, Lawrence Street, 
Professor of Vocal llfusic 
I2 
JO EPH HA SMANN, College Avenue, 
lust ructor in Violin
OLIVER P. DELAND, Rankin Street,
Professor of Bookkeeping and Commercial Arithmetic
ALEXA NDER B. WIIIT IAN, A. M., Oneida Street, 
Professor of Commercial Law
AMA DA ZIMMERMA , 
Assistant in Bookkeeping and Business Practice
ERNA ZIMMERMA , 
Instructor in Stenography and Typewriting
CORA L. CROWE, orth treet, 
Tutor in English
FLOREN B. MOTT, Ormsby Hall, 
Ji,tor in History
DEXTER P . !CHOL O , M. ·., J hn Street, 
Secretary of the Faculty 
ZELIA A. SMITII, M. S., College Avenue, 
Librarian
Special Lecturers
REV. H. H . 0 ' EAL, D. D ., Champaign, 111., 
FrenchHistory
J. J . THOMPSO , A. M., Chicago, lll. , 
Socialism
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THE CLASS OF '97 presents THEAriel as a contribution to 
Lawrence literature, hoping that it is but the first of what shall 
be a regular publication. If it shall remind those now gone of 
their happy college clays, or shall seem a fair and interesting composition 
to those who now call "the College on the Fox" home; if it prove 
a pleasure or an inspiration to any of its readers, we shall review 
our work with satisfaction. 
Ariel, thy charge 
Exactly is perform'd; but there's more work-
for we have not succeeded as the future may hope; but we have 
clone our best. 
We wish to. express our appreciation of the support from both 
students and faculty, without whose help we would have failed. We 
seek no compliment but that those who see the value of such effort 
shall prove their friendship by a support that shall make this needed 
addition to our publications a certainty. 
BOARD OF EDITORS. 

LA
WRE CE, while named a univer ity by its founders, is a college-
a school of high r learning, where the youth may obtain that 
broad and general culture which ought to precede any training 
purely professional. It is found d on great ideas- an education equal 
to the best, this education consecrated by high motive and Christian 
ideas to usefulness in the world. It is not a secular school, training one 
part of the man and neglecting a more important part, but gives a com -
plete, symmetrical culture, seeking to impart to the new generation all 
the potent factors in the life of the old. ome schools pride themselves 
on their buildings and apparatus, but Lawrence boasts its men- the 
warm Christian per onalities who, as teachers, stand before the youth, 
examples of true culture and lofty Christian character. Buildings and 
apparatus are useful, but the teaching power, helping power, is in men. 
Lives are seldom e11nobled and enriched except through personalities ; 
and Lawrence is particularly bl ssed with professors whose interest is in 
the mental and spiritual development of the youth, and whose lives are 
lo them a constant example. Our Christian colleges oft n make up in 
their ideals and influences what they lack in equipment, and become the 
best places for a youth lo secure his education. 
Lawrence has twenty-two teachers, selected with the greatest care and 
all pronouncedly successful in their work. Of one of them, Zion's Herald
says: " He is one of the most remarkable scholars and educators w 
England has produced." Of the work of another, a gentleman whose 
business it is to visit among the high schools of the Stale aid: "When-
ever I find a Lawrence graduate teaching Latin, 1 am always impressed 
with the superiority of his methods aud training." ompared with the 
number of students in attendance, Lawrence has as larg a faculty and 
as well trained as almost any of the largest colleges. 
The institution has five buildings, two of them among the best col -
lege buildings in the State. It has a well selected library of over 15,000 
volumes, a large and valuable collection of specimens, and a good gen -
eral equipment for high grade college work. Its courses of instruction 
are the equal of the best eastern universities, and students can pass from 
it to the same class in great universities without examination. Thus we 
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have recently had students pass from the junior year at Lawrence into 
the senior year at the Chicago University, the greatest school in the 
United States. unless it be Harvard. This shows the quality of the 
work that Lawrence does. President Warren, of Boston University, a 
school with representatives of eighty colleges in attendance, Harvard and 
Yale among them, says: "No college sends us better. trained students 
than Lawrence University." 
Its graduates are eminently successful, and they are to-day in Con -
gress, Lieutenant Governorships, State Senates, Attorney General offices, 
college presidencies, professorships, and many other places of high 
responsibility and usefulness. A tree is known by its fruit. o college 
in the State can show a higher per cent of eminently successful graduates. 
Lawrence is honored by its students. They are a class of youth 
whose society young people covet. inety per cent of them are Chris-
tians. The religious activities of the students are noteworthy. They 
have at present seven voluntary classes for the devotional study of the 
Bible, and the average weekly attendance is more than one half of all 
the male students enrolled. Besides there are regular religious services 
of testimony, and other activities. 
Lawrence is a school of ruoderate expense, where the poor student is 
honored as much as the rich. The boy who boards himself and saws 
wood to earn his way stands as well with his associates as the boy whose 
father has his thousands. Here nothing but scholarship and character 
count. A young man can earn his way if he has grace and grit. 
The motto of Lawrence is "Thoroughness." The student who will 
not work is soon invited by the faculty to leave. The chaff is sifted out. 
By this means lhe school is able to maintain its high standards. 
Student life at Lawrence is full of spirit. The literary societies are 
noted for their excellent work, and are strong social factors. Various 
clubs exist, whose aim is mutual ·benefit. Athletics run high; bnt 
students make exercise a means and not an end. 
So much for Lawrence. This college has just celebrated its semi-
centennial. Fifty years of honorable service lie back of it. It is among 
the old and strong educational institutions of the State. It has done an 
incalculable service for the commonwealth, and was never as strong and 
efficient in its work as to -day. It is about the right size for the best 
college work. Great schools with hundreds of stu<lenls attract attention, 
but the average work is not and cannot be as thorough as in the smaller, 
which are invariably more helpful. The place to take a college course is 
in a moderate sized college. 
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PRESIDENT'S I IOLI SI": 
ORMSBY HALL
THE past three years have shown a healthy growth and various 
improvements in Lawrence. Nearly every department of the 
institution's work has had some change for the better. The faculty 
has been enlarged, the courses of study extended, and more up-to-date 
methods of instruction introduced. The attendance also, notwithstanding 
the stress of the times, has continually increased, there being about 
thirty-five per cent more students in the literary departments than there 
were three years ago. The facilities of the college have shown the 
following advance: The chemical laboratory has been don bled in size; a 
new physical laboratory has been constructed and equipped; the library 
has been enlarged; two new recitation rooms have been arranged; 
a large and commodious Y. M . C. A. room has been fitted up, and a con-
siderable amount of apparatus for the biological and physical depart-
ments purchased. 
In the departments of instruction the most marked changes are, 
perhaps, the introduction of military drill, three hours a week, under a 
United States officer; physical culture for girls under a competent 
teacher, and the reorganization of the musical department with added 
instructors. 
A marked change has been effected in leasing, for a term of years, 
a gymnasium and drill room contiguous to the college. A good athletic 
field has also been leased, and, as a lower campus, furnishes advantages 
for out door sports not otherwise available. 
The improvements on the college buildings and grounds are 
conspicuous. For many years the campus has sadly needed new 
walks. The past summer fine concrete walks have been built through 
the college grounds, at a cost of $3,500. A striking feature of the walks 
is a bicycle path on each side. The grounds also have been filled in, 
and miniature vales of fifty yearss tanding obliterated. Some beautiful 
shrubbery, flower beds and other beautifying factors have also been 
introduced. 
The buildings have likewise come in for their share of attention. 
Ormsby Hall has had considerable expended upon it to remedy faults in 
20 
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UNDERWOOD OBSERVATORY
its construction; the rooms have been redecorated, and the parlors hav 
been refurnished entirely, and very much beautified. University Hall 
has had several thousand dollars expended upon it, every room within 
having been newly painted and recalcimined, new hard-wood floors laid, 
new rooms constructed and other changes made. Without, elegant 
Grecian porches have been added, and the dome rebuilt, so that 
the student of five and more years ago would scarcely recognize the 
familiar structure. Underwood observatory has also had some 
touches, and the President's home has undergone extensive repairs. 
The woodwork on the first floor has been changed, the entire house has 
been repapered and repaired, a new mantel (a gift from the students) 
placed in the lower hall, hard wood floors have been put in, and other 
marked improvements made. The house is now a very attractive and 
commodious residence. The money for the improvements was raised 
by the efforts of Mrs. D. G. Ormsby and Miss Stillman, assisted by Mrs. 
J. S. Davis. 
These buildings are located on the bluff overlooking the Fox, and 
command some of the most beautiful views. The college campus is a 
broad piece of ground, level to the edge of the bluff, from which it 
slopes gradually to the river. It is covered largely with the native 
hard wood trees, which in summer are dense with foliage. The wide 
white walks lead to the different buildings under splendid shade, while 
the green lawn and, here and there, shrubbery and flowers add to the 
beauty of the scene. 
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Hon.Philetus Sawyer. - Mr. Sawyer is a native of Vermont, but his real 
boyhood home was in New York among the Adirondacks. His 
early youth was spent on his father's farm, in his blacksmith shop and 
working in a saw-mill. Naturally of an ambitious temperament, he 
made the most of his small opportunities at the district schools. 
In 1847, with two thousand dollars, the fruit of his labors lumbering 
in the Adirondacks, he removed to Wisconsin and settled on a farm. In 
two years this work was given up that he might resume the lumbering 
business, in which he was eminently successful. 
Mr. Sawyer has ever been actively engaged in municipal, State and 
Federal affairs. His twenty-two years spent in Congress were years of 
labor, and all his efforts were marked by wisdom and sagacity. In all 
busines relations Mr. Sawyer has a reputation for correct practices and 
honorable principles. 
He has been for many years a member of the Board of Trustees of 
Lawrence University, of which body he is now the President. He has 
evidenced his great interest in the University, not only by the gift of his 
valuable time and council, but by many liberal benefactions. The 
"Philetus Sawyer" telescope was his gift, and he has within the last year 
endowed the chair of chemistry and physics, by a donation of $25,000, 
and added $5,000, out of generosity, to other parts. Mr. Sawyer brings 
to the office of President a life so rich in experience and natural talent 
that it can mean nothing less than great advantage to Lawrence . The 
students always hail his presence with pleasure. He is met as a friend, 
a father, a man. 
Robert mcmillen was born in 1830, near Lake George, Warren County, New York. In 1854 he moved to Oshkosh and engaged in the 
lumber business. From the first he was a man of prophetic business
qualities. Beginning at the bottom, he has fought and risen until now 
he is a man of great concerns. He is at the head of McMi!Jen & Co.'s 
sash and door plant, one of the largest in the northwest; director of 
Oshkosh ational Bank and President of Fox River Paper Company. 
Mr. McMillen has been for twenty years a member of the Methodist 
Episcopal Church. He is sagacious in religious and educational affairs 
as well as in business; and in all, prominent and influential. In 1 76 he 
was elected a member of the Board of Trustees of the University, where 
he has since served, having been chosen President in 1887. Ile has done 
much for Lawrence, and his name is ever mentioned as our friend, and 
associated with much that is wise and progressive in our history. 
Emory Stansbury, m. D., was born in Maryland in 1839. At the age of twelve his people moved to Wisconsin; nine years later he grad-
uated from J anesvillc High School. When the war opened he entered 
the army as hospital steward, after which he resumed the study of med-
icine with Dr. A. M. Dodson. He then entered Bellevue Hospital, 
Medical College of New York City, from which he graduated in 1867. 
The following year he established himself in this city, where he has si nee 
practiced with high professional merit. Ile is a member of the State 
Medical Society. The Doctor is a member of the Methodist Church, a 
man of sterling qualities and marked personality. 
Rev. E. s. McChesneywas born in Latrobe, Pennsylvania. He united, 
at the age of fifteen, with the Methodist Church, of which he has 
been a strict and thorough member s111ce. He is a graduate of Alle-
gheny College, also a graduate of Garrett Biblical Institute. His alma
mater conferred upon him the honorary degree of Doctor of Divinity in 
1896. lie is a member of the Wisconsin Conference, where he is now 
closing a term of six years as Presiding Elder of Appleton district. He 
is known for his practical business ability and helpfulness. 
George F. Peabody was born at Bridgeport, Conn., in 1845. In 1873 
he came to Appleton as managing partner of C. J. Pettibone & Co.'s 
dry goods house. Mr. Peabody is a model business man. There are 
storekeepers and there are merchants; Mr. Peabody is a merchant. We 
cannot say that he is a "prince," but he has created a business which for 
method and character ranks with some of the largest in the country. He 
makes a study of the great merchant and his business, and believes in 
the modern. Everything is stamped hy his personality, and even those 
under him cause remarks because of their splendid conduct and manifest 
training Mr. Peabody believes that a man's business marks the char-
acter of the man. 
He is a man of great public interest, and among his wishes, those to 
have the old University Hall ·and the campus improved, were not the 
least, and when the occasion came, by his election to the Board of 
Trustees, he did his best. He is not only as truly a professional man as 
though he were a lawyer or doctor, but outside of his business and his 
interest in municipal and general advance, much of his time is spent in 
reading and study for general literary culture, which is manifest in his 
work and life. 
Rev.A. J. Benjamin. - Mr. Benjamin was born in Grand Rapids, Mi.ch., and spent bis boyhood there, attending the public school until 
twelve years of age, when be enterd the Academic Department of 
Hope College. He bas also atttended Oshkosh Normal, taught several 
years and is a graduate of Garrett Biblical Institute. Besides being 
General Agent for Lawerence, l\Ir. Benjamin is editor of the Wisconsin 
Christian Advocate. He 1s a man of enthusiasm and strength, popular 
as a speaker, and as a worker for Lawerence will be of value. 
f aculty 
PresidentPlantz.- When the Trustees of Lawrence University called Dr. Plantz to the President's chair, we had heard of his fine record as 
student in Lawrence University, his alma mater, at Boston University, 
and at the University of Berlin; we knew of his successful pastorates and 
his ability as a preacher. But we were not prepared for the marvelous 
executive ability which at once saw into every detail, scoured the wide 
field of possibility, and brought to pass in three years changes unforeseen 
but faintly hoped for since the organization of the college. Money for 
endowment and improvements, s tudents from near and far, the opening 
of new departments of instruc:tion, increase in facilities, all came appar-
ently of their own accord, but really because of the wise judgement and 
indefatigable hard work of our beloved President. And yet it is not 
the practical side of college life more than the ethical which commands 
his interest and co-operation. Every student with ambition or discour-
agement of purpose finds a sympathizing friend; every citizen is proud 
to do him honor, every Methodist in the State is glad to entrust to his 
direction the education and formation of character of the son or daugh -
ter that leaves home to attend college, and the leaders of the church 
throughout the United States recognize in Dr. Plantz a man at the head 
of his profession, a profession than which none can call for more signal 
talents, or reward the man who enters it with more of love and esteem. 
From Great Britain has come recognition by membership in the Victoria 
Institute, its great philosophical society. The position already main-
tained by a man so young as Dr. Plantz assures us that in the long life 
which we trust God may give him, a future of honor will be reached 
which the student prophet cannot foretell, but to which he is proud to 
have had at least some slight connection. As an executive, he is con-
servative, yet rapid. As a student, indefatigable and accurate; a pro-
found thinker; reflective in tendency of thought ; in school, strictly 
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modern. He is a man of great enthusiasm, guarded by a clever judg-
ment ; not always easily met, but when known, loved. 
Professor ijiram A. Jones. - The oldest member of the faculty in respect of length of service, Professor Jones has impressed the mark of 
his own strong individuality and accurate scholarship upon successive 
classes for more than forty years. Whilethe careless or indolent find 
scant consideration at bis hands, to the diligent student he is at once the 
patient instructor and helpful friend. Intensely loyal to the institution to 
which he has devoted the activities of his life, his constant aim is toward 
the upholding of her high intellectual and moral ideals. Strict and 
uncompromising in his convictions, he nevertheless applies to attain-
ments and conduct of others no standard by which he is unwilling him-
self to be judged. 
Dr. HenryCummis. It is not necessary to be in one of his classes to know and love Dr. Lummis, for one of the most lasting impressions 
of that kindly heart and nobly intellectual face may be gained in chapel, 
where his simple, earnest prayer seems a fitting opening to the work of 
the day. When privileged to know him in class, the student is amazed by 
the range of his varied and encyclopedic knowledge, but soon recognizes 
a mind, not merely well stored, but a mind whose depth and vigor clain,s 
and wins his intellectual allegiance by its stimulating, clarifying, inspiring 
power. But beyond even the gifted intellect in influencing students is the 
loving heart, with the simplicity and willingness to serve that belongs to 
true nobility, so ready to encourage, so forgetful of self, so generous of 
its riches. The mighty intellect and the loving heart-the arousing, 
inspiring, commanding teacher-the kindly sympathetic friend-what 
student's life upon which the benediction of his influence does not rest! 
"As some tall cliff * * * eternal sunshine settles on his head." 
ProfessorD. P. Nicholson. - One who knew him as a Freshman writes: "The boy was indeed the father of the man. Nicholson, as I first 
met him, was fresh from the farm with some of the hayseed still in his 
hair. But one soon discerned his sterling qualities of head and heart. 
--------------------
\.. 
FRANK E. MILLIS
DR. HENRY LUMMIS,
Cl HARLES0. MERICA
I 
I 
DEXTER P. NICHOLSON 
PRESIDENT PLANTZ HIRAM A. JONE:S, 
ELIZABETHI WILSON CHARLES W. TREAT 
A sober, steady-going student, with any amount of principle and plod, 
easily first in mathematics, rarely making a poor recitation in anything 
and never entirely failing, he soon won the respect of his classmates, and 
no one was surprised when at the end of the year he walked off with the 
second Lewis prize. icholson never became excited. Had some 
comet struck the earth and knocked off a good slice of her surface right 
by his back door, he would have quietly finished eating his dinner or 
solving his problem, and then with the greatest composure have walked 
out to see what geological revelations had been made. It would have 
been a positive luxury to see Nicholson for once thoroughly startled or 
downright mad." 
And so it is. His life is like a broad deep river in its quietness, its 
steadiness and its richness of blessing for all who touch its course or 
drink the inspiration of a student·s life from its abundant resources. 
The students who work only for "the credit" find scant pleasure in his 
classes, but any who bring earnestness or love of nature with them, find 
in him a guide, philosopher and friend. 
Professor Charles 0. Merica. - Professor Charles 0. Merica has for the past three years filled the chair of history and economics with 
conspicuous success. He is Hoosier born, and educated at Fort Wayne 
and DePauw Universities. He has held several prominent places in the 
educational world before coming to Lawrence. Professor Merica has 
been treated kindly by nature, having been given a fine physique and 
superior mental ability. He has a graceful personality, as any one who 
looks upon his strong face will feel. He is clearly designed for leader-
ship among men. With clear reasoning powers he unites a remarkable 
memory and a brilliant imagination. He is a very effective platform 
speaker, having a ready and oratorical use of language, a good degree 
of self-reliance and strong thoughts. In the class room he has a free 
and easy way, together with excellent pedagogical methods and a 
mastery of his subject. As a man he is exceedingly companionable, 
being a fluent talker, well-informed on general questions, ready in 
utterance, not devoid of pleasantry, and appreciative of the opinions of 
others. It is a regret to the . students of Lawrence that he has been 
called to another field of labor. 
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Professor f . W. Treat. - Though the student finds that the pathway leading through room A is no royal road to knowledge, yet the 
example of Professor Treat's keen and vigorous thinking, and his tactful 
and timely guidance inspire the pupil to a degree of ambition and 
purposeful work, which not many would attain without it. In the social 
life of the college he is an important factor, for with his ready interest in 
all that pertains to his boys and gids, and his promptness to participate 
in their joys as well as their labors, he makes himself the friend of all. 
Nor is his influence on the spiritual life of the students lacking, for his 
hearty co-operation with the Young Men's Christian Association, and his 
faithful and devoted work in his Bible class of girls bas shown how near 
to his heart their spiritual welfare is, whiie the deep and sincere 
consecration of his own life is a rare inspiration to all those who 
know him. 
Professor f. E. Millis. And what shall we say of Professor Millis, the faculty baby? Baby, not in years, in intellect or achievement, but the 
latest one to come amongst us. Quiet, earnest, energetic- a faithful 
worker and a true teacher- the one year has been all too short for any 
complete conception of his power and influence. But as the months 
pass and we become better and better acquainted with him and his work, 
we are assured that he· is the right man in the right place; he is a 
man, and strong in the place he occupies. But he is more than an 
instructor, and so we find him in the social and religious life of the 
institution and community. Genial, sympathetic, obliging, Christian, we 
could ill afford to spare him from our college life. 
miss Mabel Eddy has the heritage of "brains" belonging to a family noted for literary ability and success in the learned professions. 
She comes honestly by good judgment, scholarly tastes and genial 
social qualities. 
Some one remarked lately "How inspiring it is to see such a cheery 
face. What a gift Miss Eddy has of always looking on the bright side of 
life." That is one secret of Miss Eddy's success as a preceptress-she 
believes in people being happy- in young people doing right because it 
promotes happiness- in order because it is beauty. Her supervision is 
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ZELIA A. Si'IITI I ALEXANDER B. WI IITMAN AMANDA ZIMMERMAN
E:MANUEL GERECHTER 0. P. DELAND JAMES 0 . GREEN 
JOHN SILVESTER I HARRY H E:ARD 
Mrs. E:. i'I. BOTTENSEK JOSE:PH HASSMANN SARA PARKES
more that of a careful elder sister than of a preceptress. In her class 
room she is the untiring, conscientious teacher, her effort being to win 
pupils to love study rather than to consider it a task. 
Miss Eddy has devoted much time to the study of literature in 
English, German and French, and has done some translating of merit. 
With it all, she is so modest she absolutely refuses to be "written up" or 
duplicated in a picture. 
miss Elizabeth Wilson, who has occupied the chair of literature for the past three years, is a woman well fitted for her position. 
She is characterized by the breadth of her knowledge along iiterary lines 
and by her forcible and brilliant personality. She believes in the theory 
that the way to study literature is to read it, and this she follows 
throughout the course, although confining herself to no special method 
of instruction-lecture, seminary and recitation being used as her best 
judgment directs. 
Miss Wilson's original standpoint in criticism and the fresh, invigor-
ating manner in which all her work is conducted, renders work in her 
department ever interesting, while her strong intellectual and religious 
character is an inspiration to the student. 
Rev. Emanuel Gerechter. - Agreat scholar in speaking of college life said: Rev."It is not so much what you learn from books, as the men you meet." 
When the student is fortunate enough to meet Dr. Gerechter, he meets 
not only a man whom he may look upon with respect, but a scholar 
who at once introduces him into the mysteries of many books well 
worth searching. Of broad education, culture and refinement, he has the 
faculty of giving to those who are instructed by him a longing for 
knowledge, and an appreciation for breadth of character. Not only this, 
but close contact with the world has given him a wide experience that 
makes him kind and charitable toward all. 
James 0. Green would be marked in any crowd as a soldier. He is of splendid physique, and under the systematic discipline of army 
training, he has acquired a military grace and dignity worthy of superior 
command. His service in the regular army on the western frontier proved 
him a soldier, not only in discipline, but that he possessed the heroic 
qualities of true bravery and rational fearlessness. The Lieutenant is 
especially fitted for college cadet work, as he unites in a pleasing 
balance the necessary promptness and severity of a commander, and 
also a kindness and .consideration that wins his men. He is congenial, 
slightly self-conscious, interesting, and his education at West Point puts 
him in sympathy with learning and culture. In drill he is Napoleonic ; 
in education, progressive; in society, popular and entertaining. 
miss Sara Parkes.- More than one good fairy brought gifts and graces when Miss Parkes began her earthly existence. Some say her 
charm is in her face, some, in her graceful manner- others, in her devo-
tion to her work- others, in her desire to make those around her happy. 
She unites culture and natural ability in her teaching, and is very popular 
in this way. She does conscientious work with her pupils, and oratory 
is on the up-grade at Lawrence. She is willing to give any amount of 
time and strength to amateurs wrestling with a Greek play or other 
classic entertainment. Miss Parkes is a marked success in Delsarte 
training; her class, in following her graceful movements, learn "the
poetry of motion." She is young in her conduct and life, but unites a 
womanly dignity and an artistic conception of her profession that make 
her interesting and helpful. 
mrs. E. m. Bottensek. - The Art Department of Lawrence University is under the direction of Mrs. Bottensek, a lady well qualified to 
teach any line in her art. For a number of years Mrs. Bottensek has been 
at the head of this department, and many excellent pieces of work have 
gone out from her studio in oils, water color, crayon and china. Mrs. 
Bottensek is well-known throughout the State as an artist of rare ability. 
In her own work she shows a thorough mastery of technique. Her 
pictures are true to life, and meet with merited praise wherever they are 
seen. Mrs. Bottensek is well-known in social circles, and as a conversa-
tionalist and hostess is worthy of special mention. She is of strong 
literary taste, and is a leading member in several clubs. She is a woman 
of true sympathy and culture. 
ProfessorSilvester was born a musician. His family are all musicians. He has had the best musical culture and training under distin-
guished teachers. His knowledge of the piano and organ is both 
thorough and exhaustive. He has been a successful teacher in England 
and in the United States. For the past twelve years he has been 
connected with Lawrence University, where he has done most excellent 
work. While his duties as teacher engross his time, Professor Silvester 
has, nevertheless, been an occasional contributor to the musical press, as 
witness the Etudes of the current year. No man keeps more thoroughly 
abreast with the musical world than he. He is a most indefatigable 
worker. 
Professor Harry Heard, for the past two years has held the professorship of vocal culture at Lawrence University. The Professor's education 
in music dates back to early youth, while singing in a choir directed by 
his uncle. He inherited from his mother a sweet and sympathetic voice, 
and while under her care the first impulses to a musical career were 
kindled. After going to Detroit, bis ability was soon recognized, and he 
was given a position, although barely out of his teens, as director of 
music in a large down-town church. While in this work he was spending 
his hard-earned money studying laboriously under the direction of Pro-
fessor J. D. Mehan, one of the best tone producers in America. 
Professor Heard teaches the Italian method, which is used by all 
the foremost vocalists of to-day. He has a robust tenor voice of 
pleasing quality and his unusual ability in interpretation and enunciation 
of solos never fails to hold his audience. His efficiency as an instructor 
in tone work and phraseology is shown by the unusually large increase in 
the vocal department, which of late has so occupied his time that he has 
declined outside calls for concert work. 
Professor Joseph Hassmann.- Though still a young man Professor Hassmann has taught the violin for more than ten years. He is of 
German descent, and has inherited that strong love for and thorough 
appreciation of good music peculiar to the Teutonic race. His study of 
the violin began in early boyhood and has been carried on since with 
untiring perseverence, until to-day he has acq11ired a proficiency in violin 
playing that few attain. He has had to overcome many obstacles. The 
question of carrying on his studies and at the same time making a 
livelihood was no small one, and it has taken the hardest kind of work 
and the most persistent purpose to bring the success he now enjoys. 
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Professor Hassmann has a very congenial disposition 
work very pleasant to those who study under him. 
appreciated by those who possess musical culture. 
and makes his 
He is ·highly 
ZeliaA. Smith Miss Smitb is a Lawrence graduate of '82. Her work as assistant librarian began during her student days, and later she 
came to have full charge. She has been the first to be employed here 
solely as librarian, these duties having formerly fallen to some of the 
instructors. Miss Smith, however, has for the students the same 
personal interest that one expects from members of the regular faculty 
corps. Her thorough knowledge of the library, her uniform courteous-
ness and readiness to serve have won for i\Iiss Smith the esteem of both 
students and citizens. As the library is used somewhat by the upper 
classes for study, her position is made all the more trying; but through 
the many demands she conducts herself with marked impartiality and 
justice. She needs to be the best of a disciplinarian and at the same 
time must exercise her prerogatives with kindness. o student leaves 
the college without having felt the impress of her helpful influence. 
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Tn Memoriam
Addie Brockway, '97 
Died March 19, 1896
-7' HE HISTORY of the class of '97 may be called a study in evolution. 
The record of its progress, by well-ordered stages, in accordance 
with the great law of "the survival of the fittest," from the immature and 
rudimentary (but never green) conditions of the Freshman to the 
symmetrical and perfected organism of the Senior year is one which, if 
systematically tabulated and expressed in scientific formulae might well 
make the fame ot a second Darwin or Herbert Spencer. Only thirteen 
names remain upon the roll which numbered thirty in '93, but to each 
one of these the answer of the savage mother in the ancient fable may 
justly be applied- " Unum sed leonem." The number thirteen is itself 
of remarkable significance in this connection. From the twilight of the 
dak ages superstition has had her "unlucky" as well as her "sacred" or 
"fortunate" numbers. Among the former, thirteen has stood forth in evil 
pre-eminence. The child whose birthday chanced to fall upon the 
thirteenth of the month was predestined to misfortune. The wedding 
celebrated on the same date must result in uncongenial misery. He 
must have a stout heart, indeed, who, with death within a year staring 
him in the face, could retain his place as the thirteenth guest at the 
dinner table. It has remained for the class of '97, by constant success in 
all its undertakings, to disprove all such fanatical notions, and to deliver 
the world, at once and forever, from the tyranny of ignorant credulity. 
We would not be boastful, nor yet modest, but believe with Carlyle 
that only the truth should be related. In all the realm of psychical 
activity no feature worthy of cultivation has been neglected. We have 
been able to "Crowe" over our antagonists, and to roll our "Ball" 
successfully through the Local and State Oratorical Contests, and 
have only stopped short of Inter-State laurels because of the jealousy 
which our achievements exci ted. We were the first class to cross our 
swords with Ripon in debate. In '93 we "bearded the lion in his den," 
and "overthrew more than our enemies." 
In all social undertakings the marked contrast which exists between 
those of '97 and other classes is at once singular and noteworthy. The 
fleet steeds of our sleighing parties have successfully distanced the vain 
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pursuit of Preps and Freshmen, whom, wandering from their road, we 
have passed, silent and crest-fallen, upon our homeward journey. The 
mighty raids which have so often worked havoc to the proposed menus 
of other class entertainments have never reached the penetralia where 
our ices and cakes have coolly and crisply waited the appointed hour. 
The wheel of time has moved so easily at our touch that the old College-
ship has, in our crowning year, rounded her cape of storms, and sailed 
smoothly into semi centennial harbor. 
The friends of Lawrence have hastened to bring their gifts to her 
coffers as a fitting testimonial to her universal efficiency, as expressed 
in this class of unprecedented wisdom :roo,ooo, a tribute to '97. 
HISTORIAN
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Officersand Class. 
LEWIS C . VOSS 
MARGARET W. MOWER 
CLEON D. COLLER 
WALTER A. LADWIG 
A. WESLEY ARMITAGE Bishop 
PRESIDENT 
VICE-PR ES ID ENT 
SECRETARY 
TREASURER 
OTTO L. DREYS Orator 
A. JOSEPHINE GOWAN Historian 
WILLIAM HECKER 
HUGH J. HUGHES
Bouncer 
Philosopher 
HARLAND C. LOGAN . Business Manager 
Gold
and
Wbitt 
W. MAYHEW MOTT Poet 
J. ALLEN MONTGOMERY Prophet 
CAROLINE SIL\'ERTIIORN Musical Director 
WINIFRED A. WETER Pianist 
ClassYell
Zip ! Zip ! Rah I Rah ! !
Zip, Rah, Boom .' 
We're the People-
Give us room !
Beauty, wit-
A c chosenfew
Ninety-eight
Of Lawrence U !
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The CLASS first gave evidence of its startling and peculiar 
individuality by having a sunrise picnic on the bluffs of the Fox 
River, below Appleton. It was in their Senior Preparatory year. A large 
two-thirds of its number at that time were girls, which made the transport-
ing of supplies for the picnic up the river banks a lahorious proceeding 
for such boys as there were. To one of them whom his companions calied 
"Bob," the labor of carrying the baskets was so irksome that while part 
way up the bluff he set his baskets down and muttered something like the 
following: "This treatment of me is 'Ranck' and 'Ruth-less.' I am not 
being used' White.' It 'Knox' the breath completely out of me and makes 
me 'Wieck.' If I do much 'Mower' carrying of these baskets of 'Tidbits' 
I shall 'Wither(ed)bee'." o sound answered him but the croaking of 
frogs, and from that hour misfortune followed the members of the class. 
Ill health, stupidity, laziness, financial difficulties and unfortunate love 
affairs combined to hinder most of them from continuing their college 
course, and many of those who did remain were compelled to join other 
classes. I-le who caused all this trouble was condemned to wander for a 
term of years among the birds and flowers in front of Ormsby Hall, and 
commune continually with the angels which infest those regions, with no 
thought or care in the world and with no sensation but of bliss or repose. 
In the Freshman year many new students joined the class, but a like 
fate overtook most of them. At the end of the Sophomore year others 
felt the curse and were compelled to leave, and had it not been for 
providential interference, the college might have been able to dispense 
with graduating exercises in the year 1898. 
Just after the crime of '73, one of the opponents of the Demonetiza-
tion bill and a "Pioneer" in the advocacy of the free coinage and use of 
brass and silver, who had made himself somewhat conspicuous, was 
advised by some of his neighbors to "go to Lawrence!" and so, fearing 
somethi11g more forcible than advice, he packed up his sermons and 
speeches and, disguised as a young man, he arrived here just in time to 
assume the toga and mitre of class crank. 
One registration day, a short time after this, those who were 
gathered on the front steps to watch for new students saw a stocky 
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figure arrayed in a sombrero and a suit of new store clothes, with 
his pants-legs tucked into the tops of his cowhide boots, coming down 
the corner walk. He wore a soft shirt and no necktie. This was the 
memorable arrival of the "class dude," and the man who was destined to 
save the class from annihilation by a picked band of rowdies from the 
other classes, by rolling their leader-a valiant Senior- in the dust, and 
putting the rest of the band to flight. 
Others have been led to join the class, influenced by the fact that 
the Faculty intimated that they had better "Wait a little longer till their 
wings were somewhat stronger," when going out with a class ahead was 
mentioned. Others have, by extra effort, risen from the rank of the 
hordes that follow us. 
All this change and adversity has resulted in such a high and unifor:n 
degree of physical beauty among the members of the class that it has 
become a serious question among the Seniors whether the wooden spoon 
should not go by default to a Sophomore, and from no higher motive 
than the fear of an unfavorable comparison, the picture of the assembled 
class was excluded, by the Seniors, from the annual. 
HISTORIAN. 
" 
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Prof. J. C. FOYE
Died July 3 1896
Dr. W. P. Stowe
. Died Jan. 4, 1896
'99 
Color - Cardinal Flower - White VIOLET. 
Class Yell 
Beautiful, brilliant, talented, fine,
We're tl1e class o.f '99. 
Ancient Classical Scientific:
CLARENCE IVESON ANDREWS. WlLL SAMUEL WESCOTT. 
MARK ANTHONY KLINE. ROBERT EDGAR BOYD. 
NELLIE JANE WALDO. HUGH JOHN llUGHES. 
THOM AS R. MOYLE. CHARLES D. BARNES. 
RALPH E. BENNETT. BERTHA TIBBITTS. 
DAVID NEWBERRY. ANGIE MAY WAGG. 
MILDRED McNEAL. KA TE MORTIMER 
NETTIE TIBBITTS, 
Secretary. 
RICHARD EVANS, 
President. 
modern Classical
ELEANOR BATCHELDER 
FLORENCE HELEN BOYD. 
WARREN BENEDICT BULLOCK. 
] UNE 17, 1894 
DECEMBER 6, 1894 
OCTOBER 17, 1895 
DECEMBER 14, l 896 
DECEMBER 2I, 1896 
MARCH 6, 1897 
WILLIAM LORING BULLOCK. 
LOIS BEATRICE CASSON. 
MARGARET HOWERTH. 
LIDA JANE KLINE. 
,\RTHUR CONSTANT LUNN. 
CAROLINE MOWER. 
GEORGE LEE REYNOLDS. 
IRENE LUCINDA WHITMAN. 
KIRBY BOWEN WHITE. 
RALPH ELISHA WHITE. 
Calendar
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Sub-Freshman Exhibition 
Senior Preparatory Party 
Freshman Party 
Sophomore Exhibition 
Sophomore Sleigh Ride 
Sophomore Sleigh Ride 
NAMES. 
lLLUSTRIOUS ANDREWS 
NOBLE SPIRITl, D BARNES 
LIGHT BATCHELDER . 
BLOOMING BOYD 
FAl\lOUS J AVELIN BOYD
BLESSED BULLOCK 
HERO E. BENNETT 
GOODHAPPY CASSON 
POWERFUL EVANS
M. SOMEWHAT OLD HOWARTH 
HAMMER P11ATSEWORTHY KLINE 
WORSHIPFUL KLINE 
HIGH CONSTANT LUNN 
WIIERE THEY LIVE. 
In Need of a Hair Cut 
In Vastness and Mystery" 
In Perpetual Motion 
Moving 
Before the Mirror 
Where Fancy But Not Truth Abides 
High in His Own Estimation 
We Don't Know 
In the "Murphy" Country 
On the Committee* 
Milwaukeet 
In Maiden Meditation 
In the Seventh Heaven 
MILD THREATENER McNEAL . Parnassus 
STRONG MINDED MOWER On the Committee* 
TWINR. MOYLE Far From the Maddening Crowd's Ignoble Strife 
BELOVED NEWBERRY His Soul Was Like a Star and Dwelt Apart 
HAYSEEDS. REYNOLDS On the Committee* 
BEAUTIFUL TIBBITTS Where the Brooks and River Meet 
FLOURISHING TIBBITTS On the Committee* 
N. GRACIOUS GIFTWALDO Under the Lean-to 
PEACEFUL WmTMAN 
ANGELIC WAGG 
RESOLUTE WESCOTT 
FAMous WOLF WHITE 
KIRBY BASHFUL WHITE 
* Lately removed to Oshkosh Asylum. 
Where Angels Fear to Tread 
. In Perfect Peace 
In a Green Sweater 
'Twixt Heaven and Earth Suspended 
Behind the Footlights 
t This is no joke. 
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Senior f LASS f Poem
l. 
ONCE, as ancient fables tell us, in creation's misty dawn, Was a golden age when virtue ruled throughout the world alone ; 
Love, her only law of guidance, joy and peace her guerdon free, 
Nature her divine co-worker, blessing richly Janel and sea, 
Hallowing all with golden radiance, such as now we never see. 
II. 
So the kindly folk were dwelling in a loving brotherhood, 
IIappy in their simple plenty, with no thought except of good, 
Till from high Olympus' summit the all-gifted maiden came, 
In her hand the casket bringing which contained our woe and blame, 
For beneath its oaken cover spirits hid of grief and shame. 
III. 
Whiles, the maiden lived sedately, till, upon one fateful day, 
Curious, lifted she the cover- quick flew all the sprites away, 
Filled the earth with woe and wailing, sent the storm-winds rushing in , 
Raging through th' affrightecl forests, and, amidst the strife and din -
N atme's wild, despairing outcry- ushered in the reign of sin. 
IV. 
Hence, the stories quaintly tell us, is the source of all the wrong 
That has since, through weary ages, burdened every tale and song, 
For, to make secure, the spirits cast o'er all mankind a pall, 
Cast a spell of doubt and blindness, like a mist enshrouding all, 
So that Sin's dark brother, Ignorance, holds all nations in his thrall. 
V. 
There, in misery and striving, centuries long have nations lain, 
Waiting dumbly for some champion to strike off foul Error's chain, 
If the tale be true, we know not- only this, that through the land, 
Souls are sick with sin and sorrow, wrong is rife on every hand, 
And Right 's champions, crushed and weary, fainting, in the battle stand. 
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VI. 
But through all the gloom and terror comes a ray of cheering light; 
They may free the land from Error who have climbed fair Wisdom's height, 
Who, on Truth's strong staff relying journey onward to the end 
Smiting down grim Error's strongholds wheresoe'er their pathways tend, 
Till, on Faith and Love arising, with God's Truth their lives shall blend. 
VII. 
Then, in that soul Life made perfect where the glory they behold, 
Of the truth for which the myrtyrs, suffered, toiled and died, of old, 
Lo, from out the chosen number shall arise a champion brave, 
Who, with David-sling all-potent, conquering might through Life shall have 
And from out the power of Darkness shall his grateful people save. 
VIII. 
Comrades, as we toiled together, seemed the path without an end ; 
Now, between the clouds half-parted do the glory beams descend, 
And upon our yearning spirits, a baptism as of fire, 
Comes the New Life dawning in us, born of earnest deep desire, 
While our raptured souls in ecstasy mount ever higher and higher. 
IX. 
From the radiant summit sounding comes Truth's ringing, dear command, 
"Go and labor! ye are worthy; Life is given at my hand." 
Let us labor! we are living; let us live in deed and ruth, 
Let no dread o'ercome our courage, let no man despise our youth, 
Not in days and years we reckon but in labor done for truth. 
X. 
Then, when we have nobly striven, our fair land shall rise again, 
Shaking off the pall of Darkness, breaking free from Error's chain, 
For the pure have tenfold power in the war with wrong and crime, 
So our strength shaJI crown fair virtue, spreading joy through every clime, 
And restore again the glory of that ancient Golden Time. 
POET. 
• 
PRESIDENT GUY M. CRUMP 
VICE-PRESIDENT HARRIET GREENE 
SECRETARY NELLIE A. BENNETT 
TREASURER GEO. M. HENBEST 
POET WILLIAM A. LU N 
ORATOR A. L. SCHOETZ 
PROPHET EDITH RY AN 
HISTORIAN EDITH REILLEY 
MARSHAL ANITA GOCHNAUER 
Class Colors. - Lavender and White. 
Class Yell, 
Sophs lo the right of us, Juniors to le(/ of us, 
Seniors in .front of us, volleyed and thundered
We got th' star/ o.f lhe111, went through the' heart of them, 
I We're the class of Nineteen Hundred
EVA AMES 
NELLIE A. BENNETT 
ADELINE H. BROWN 
LUCY BUCKLAND 
MARY BULLOCK 
PAUL BROWN 
JEAN JACKSON 
WM. R JOHNSON 
WM. A. LUNN 
JAMES MONAHAN 
EDNA PARKS 
MABEL POTTER 
MAY BELLE CASE EDITH REILLEY 
GUY M. CRUMP EDITH M. RYAN 
L. PHILIP DENOYER JOHN SCHNECK 
GRACE E. DARLING A. L. SCHOETZ 
LILLIE GILBERT 
ANITA GOCHNAUER 
HARRIET GREENE 
GEO M. HENBEST 
GRACE IRVING 
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CRYSTAL STAIR 
MABEL C. WOLCOTT 
MABEL K WARNER 
IDA WHITE 
STEPHEN R. WILLIAMS 
TODAY we stand on the ocean strancl, 
And the great ea rolls to the shore; 
High on the beach and out of its reach 
We listen to its road.
Twixt sea and sky mists round us lie, 
Through which no eye can peer; 
1 hey hide away the future day 
And veil the coming year. 
Our little band upon the sand 
ls eager its journey to go. 
The sea is wide, storms may betide, 
As their barks in the darkness they row. 
Here on the beach let us watch for each 
Little wave that comes to the shore ; 
And on some crest good tidings may rest 
From those who are traveling o'er. 
Baldwin we hear with brilliant career 
In theatricalworld will shine. 
You will find his name on records of fame, 
Placed second to none in his line. 
To teach the ways of ease and grace 
Has fallen to Florence B. Mott ; 
She says: "some man may, if he can, 
Induce me to change my hard lot." 
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Miss Hatch, though small, has outstripped all 
With class card and ferule; 
She first did start with trembling heart 
To teach the village school. 
That James will rise no need to surmise, 
As on through the world he rolls; 
The wheel he'll take is of latest make, 
His work? why, saving soles. 
Books by the score and many more 
Miss Stansbury writes, meanwhile ; 
To fame she arose by her poems and prose, 
Her charming and vigorous style. 
When women will high places fill 
And teach us to see and to know, 
This name can't fail to be in Yale, 
Professor Cora Crowe. 
Ben's on a farm, with none to harm, 
And free from care and sin; 
For a granger's life with a loving wife 
Just suits our Benjamin. 
Our Annie, brave, the lost to save, 
In India now may be found ; 
Her smiling face, from place to place, 
Makes joy in the hearts to abound. 
A. Ball's bright fate we'll now relate, 
And 'tis we are sure very plain, 
That, as we vow, he's A. Ball now, 
He always a-ble will remain. 
Good fortune smiled, with mien so mild, 
On Edna Beveridge, fair, 
She'll smile again and make her then 
A happy millionaire. 
A professor's chair and professor's air, 
Mr. Hatlested always did crave; 
These now are gained and he has attained 
A manner most learnedly grave. 
Miss Crump one <lay did take her way 
To the rostrum, for justice to plead ; 
That people might know of joy here below 
And the way that to Heaven doth lead. 
If you go on from Appleton, 
A dozen miles, I guess, 
You 'll find Miss Mary, quite contrary, 
In single blessedness. 
'Tis said, to preach, or marry, or teach, 
ls all that students can do, 
\Vhen to Lawrence halls and Ormsby walls 
They have bidden their last adieu. 
But these, if done well, the result who can tell? 
And to Lawrence we give all the praise ; 
Her praises then sing, make the old halls ring, 
Alma Mater, long be thy days ! 
PROPllET. 
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0, we're out for fun, 
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The classof 19-01!
GEO.M. KEYES 
ANN A KOEPEKEARCHIE BENNETT 
CHARLES BALDWIN 
DOROTHY BARRETT 
CHAS. C. McKUNE 
FRANKL. MUZZY 
BERT PRIDE ELSIE BOTTENSEK 
ROBERTS BRIGHT 
JAMES E. COLE 
ARTHUR B. CASSON 
E. L. COOPER 
RICHARD PENGILLY 
N. BERT RICHARDSON 
KARL STANSBURY 
GEO. STANSBURY 
HENRIETTA FULLER 
INA FLETCHER
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CHAS. SA WYER 
E. C. SMITH 
ALIDA HORNICKLE
RALPH E. THOMAS 
R. G. VOSS 
LOUISE HENSIIA W 
BERTHA HAIRE 
LEORA HURLESS 
ANNA HART 
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0. D. WITHERBEE 
ANNA L. WEBBER
MARGARET WINSLOW 
ELIZABETH JANSEN 
ARTHUR JOLLIFFE 
BESSIE WOOD 
IONE WHORTON 
FOREST E. KELLOGG 
CHARLOTTE WOOD 
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Lecture
CORA CROWE 
A.HATLESTED 
CLARA STANSBURY 
Commencement Announcement invitationa d 
LAURA CRUMP 
A.HATLESTED 
CLARA STANSBURY 
Cap and Gown
ARCHY D. BALL 
ALLAN JAMES 
MARY NYE 
Class Yell
ANNIE ARMITAGE 
A.H. JAMES 
BENJAMIN BABCOCK 
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Ring
ALLAN JAMES 
FLORENCE MOTT 
ARCHY D. BALL 
Yachting
GEORGE BALDWIN 
CORA HATCH 
LAURA CRUMP 
Concert
BENJAMIN BABCOCK 
CORA CROWE 
EDNA BEVERIDGE 
Finance
THE CLASS * 
* This is no joke. 
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ADA BEVERIDGE GEO. F . BARBER 
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ADA SAECKER 
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AVER.AGE AGE 
26 YRS. 
20 YRS. 
22 YRS. 
TALLEST MEMBER 5 FT. 11 lN. 
SHORTEST MEMBER 5 FT. 2 IN. 
AVERAGE HEIGHT 5 FT. 6 lN. 
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HEAVIEST MEMBER 175 LBs. 
LIGHTEST MEMBER 100 LBs. 
AVERAGE WEIGHT 129 LBS. 
No. 9 
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No. 5 1/2
Choice of Occupation 
Farmer 
Gentleman of Leisure 
Theatrical Manager 
Rag Picker 
Marriage 
Ministry 
New Women 
Invalid 
Missionary 
Bar Tender 
Teacher 
Class Giant 
Most Modest Girl 
Best Wire Puller 
r Best Athlete BEN BABCOCK 
Class Sport ARCHY D. BALL 
Class Crank A. HATLESTED 
Laziest Member ALLAN H. JAMES 
o Class Doll EDNA BEVERIDGE 
2 Most Engaged MARYE. NYE 
2 Class Talker FLORENCE MOTT 
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I 
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ANNIE ARMITAGE
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CORA HATCH 
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LAURA CRUMP 
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THEOPHILUS ALBERT 
NEILS BACH 
F. J. BARTELS 
E. FRANK BOWMAN 
PAUL BENJAMIN 
JOSEPH BRANT 
FRANK BUCI<LAND 
CASSIUS M . CUSHING 
RAY DANIELS 
D. CLAIRE DECKER 
M.W.DENOYER 
MILDRED FA VILLE 
R L. GRANT 
MOLLIE HEISLER 
ELSIE HAMMEL 
T.D. HOGAN 
WILLIAM HOLSTEIN 
FRANK HENBEST 
EUGENE N. HUYCK 
OTTO HOEFNER 
EMERSON A. HUNT 
LAURA LUMMIS 
LOUIS G. McCRARY 
MAY McCARTHY 
BARBARA Mc NAUGHTON 
SADIE McN AMEE 
KATE MORRIS 
SAMUEL OLSON 
NORA OWENS 
C. D. PETTIBONE 
CHAS. PETERSON 
C.H. PIPHER 
ALBERT PHILIPSON 
ARTHUR SAFFORD 
CLARENCE SCHNECK 
EVA STRAUSS 
MARY VANNORTWICK 
LOUIS NOVOTNY 
ROSS WEAVER
HELEN WIGGINS 
MARGARET WILLIAMS 
ANNA WOODBRIDGE 
JAMES E JEFFERSON 
GEORGE E. JOHNSTON 
EARL KENYON 
MILLIE WAMBOLD 
GEORGE WITHAM 
GUSTAV WEHNER 
Special Students
MAUDE ADKINS MRS. CINA R. HUNT MAUDE MURPHY 
CHAS. J. BULLEY GEO. F. KULL LOUISE NOYES 
HARVEY C. COULSON HARRY A. KELLOGG JOHN OKONESKI 
PERCY CLARK CARLYLE LEVISE MRS. H.J. OLSON 
MRS. L. F. GEARHAUSER MRS. MILLIE McINNIS AMELIA SCHUERLE 
JAMES DAFTER GEORGE E. MORTON RAE SHEPPARD JOHN STEEN IS 
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This department is now three years old and organized into a battalion 
of two companies, under the direct command of a United States 
officer. The drill hall in the gymnasium is used for practice when the 
weather does not permit the use of the campus. The department has 
passed two regular governmental inspections, and has each time acquitted 
itself in a superior manner. 
Lieutenant James 0. Green, Drill master 
Company A.•.... 
Captain 
First Lieutenant 
Second Lieutenant 
First Sergeant 
Second Sergeant 
Third Sergeant 
Fourth Sergeant 
Fifth Sergeant 
First Corporal 
Second Corporal 
Third Corporal 
Fourth Corporal 
Company B...... 
Captain 
First Lieutenant 
Second Lieutenant 
First Sergeant 
Second Sergeant 
Third Sergeant 
Fourth Sergeant 
Fifth Sergeant 
First Corporal 
Second Corporal 
Third Corporal 
Fourth Corporal 
ARCHY D. BALL
ALLAN 11. JAMES
RI 'JIARll EVANS 
DAVID NEWBERRY
RALPH E. THOMAS
ARTHUR LUNN 
GUY M. CRUMP
F. E. BOWMAN
W. B. Bur.LOCK 
JAMES ]. ARMS
FRED HE INHIANN 
PAUL BROWN 
BERT PRIDE
CHARLES D. BARNES 
KARL STANSBURY 
WALTER LADWIG 
WILLIAMR. JOHNSON 
MARK KLINE 
GEORGE REYNOLDS 
RALPH WHITE 
A. R. MICHELSTETTER
KIRBY B. WHITE
HUGH JOHNHUGHES 
GEORGE STANSBURY 
QI 
QI 
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The marked improvement in health, symmetry, 
ease and grace of the lady students of the col-
lege is the highest compliment to the department of 
Physical Culture. It has for its use a well equipped 
gymnasium in Ormsby Hall. The ladies are organ-
ized into two classes, have regulation suits, and the 
work is as popular as it is practical. A public exhibi-
tion to ladies is given at commencement time. 
MISS SARA H. PARKES, 
INSTRUCTOR. 
PROFESSOR DELA D not only has a splendid support in his assist-ants, the Misses Zimmerman and enator \Vhitman, who are 
known for thoroughness and ability in their departments, but is himself 
a natural and experienced business man. His training has be':!n of the 
most efficient character. Ile is one of the best penmen in the State, and 
with his knowledge unites the best qualities of an instructor. 
Business methods have changed in late years, and while the part 
played by the modern bu s iness college is striking, their own creations 
have made them a necessity. At Professor DeLand's college everything 
is done in a practical way, and the departments demand a thorough 
apprenticeship in all the essential branches of commercial life. Besides 
this there is a special department devoted to shorthand and typewriting, 
presided over by competent instructors. The college is located at 780 
College Avenue, and is complete in equipment, affording every modern 
convenience for the comfort of the students. Rather than being limited 
to a mere book acquaintance with business facts, the various branches 
of commercial study are gone through as in actual practice, and when 
the faithful and painstaking student completes his course, his knowledge 
is such as will harmonize with the business affairs and methods which 
he will find in the work of the world. 
WILLARD ABBOTT 
EDMUND T. BOLAN! 
JAMES L. DAFTER 
KITTIE llALLORAN 
JOIIN FRIEDERS 
Students 
ELLA B. AYLWARD 
PERCY M. CLARK 
W. II. BURNS 
WILLIAM FLOTOW 
P. M. COFFEY 
T. B. BEVERIDGE
IIENRY BURMEISTER 
DORA M. llANSON 
EB. H. HARWOOD 
SAMUEL 11. HAMMEL
THERESA HILZ LOUIS HANKE LOUISA JAACKS 
JOHN TIIIESSENIIUSEN J. ABBIE LEFFINGWELL 
ALBERT WUNDERLICII REINIIARD WENZEL 
FRANK M. KARMS ARTILUR KUSEL JAMES ilADLER 
MAGGIE MCDONALD OTTO MINSTER CASPER R. MILLER
JOSEPHINE McGILLAN ALICE MONAGHAN RUDOLF RAAB 
MAE PEERENBOOM GRACE M. PHILLIPS ARTIIUR RITGER 
ROSE SHIELDS WILLIAM F. SCHULTZ ALBERT G. VANWYKE 
RICHARD WENZEL JOHN VOGE HATTIE ZONNE 
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onservatory
Of Music
The MUSICAL DEPARTMENT of the college has recently been 
reorganized and now offers excellent facilities. The aim is to 
prepare those who desire to devote themselves to music as a profession, 
and also to give advantages to those who, while not looking forward to a 
career as teachers or artists, wish to study music as a part of a liberal 
education. 
The degree of Bachelor of Music is conferred upon those who have 
completed the courses extending through periods of four and five years, 
and have done a certain amount of literary work. The literary work 
required is that of the Scientific Course to the end of the Sophomore 
year, excepting Latin, French and Physics, with ten hours additional 
selected from the Junior and Senior years. A two years' course in 
Harmony, History of Music and Analysis is required of all graduates in 
music. Classes in Harmony, Analysis and Musical History are formed 
each term, conducted by the Director of the Department. Any student 
completing the musical work without the literary will receive a certificate 
for the same. 
A teachers' training class in public school music, the aim of which is 
to prepare students to teach singing in public schools, will be formed for 
those wishing to fit themselves for that work, under the charge of the 
director. Regular monthly recitals are given by the pupils, at which 
they perform such pieces as have been studied in their lessons. These 
exercises are of great advantage to them, stimulating to increased exertion 
in their studies, and furnishing an opportunity for the acquirement of 
that confidence so necessary to a creditable performance before others. 
There is also a musical organization called the Lawrence Choral Union, 
which studies the best compositions for chorus, under the direction of 
the Professor of Vocal Music. 
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THEOPIIIL ALBERT 
BESSIE BREWSTER 
MAY BELLE CASE 
MARY DAVIS 
RUTH DAV l S 
MAGGIE DIO E 
MRS. DRAPER 
VER A FLI T 
ETTA FLINT 
GRACE GUERNSEY 
ELSIE HAMMEL 
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H . V. JOHNSON 
LA RA LUMMIS
CLARA MILLEH 
ELLIE McCHES EY 
ALICE PERKI S 
RALPH PERK! S 
CARRIE PERKINS 
l WILLIAM II. RICII MOND
A DREW SHARP 
ARA G. SILVESTER 
ALBERT TREVOR
A IE M. W ITZEL l\IA lff YOU G
ITELEN WIGGINS JAUDE ZO E 
AUGUST ASSl\IA FLORA BRETT CH EIDER
EDM D FRA SWAY SAMUEL HATCH
EDWARD HOLZER RAY FRANSWAY 
IIARRY HUTKI S WILLlAl\l KO S 
ARTHUR K EIIMSTED HUGO KUEHMSTED 
GERALDINE KREI S ALBERT MICHELSTETTER 
ALLEN MONTGOMERY WILLIAM MO TGOMERY 
HE RY MERKEL ARTHUR RAH 
WILLIAM STIER ROSA TESCH 
HE RY ULLMA LOUIS HOH ROBERT U KERMAN 
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Students
MRs. MARIE CHY OWETH 
CARRIE K OX 
JESSIE PIERCE 
MRS. REY OLDS 
EARNEST I GOLD 
MRs. CLARA JOIINST0 1 
MRS. EDITH \\'ILLIAl\lS 
MARY WILLIAMS 
CORA ZO E 
MAMIE L T 
CARRIE MOWER 
STELLA TANNER 
MRs. DELLA PRIDE 
MRs. EM MA WINSEY 
MRS. A NA HAWES 
ROSE ULLMAN 
JENNIE ZON E
Students
.\ A GERTRUDE AR IITAGE 
CHARLOTTE DONKERSLEY
HUGH JOH Hl' GHES 
RALPH K EELAND
MRs. THOMAS FRA KLIN
HARLAND C. LOGA 
GEORGE B. BALDWl ' 
MARGARET MOWER 
IDA GRAHAl\l 
A DREW SCHOETZ 
M Rs. DE TO WHORTO 
l\JRs. FRANK WRIGHT
l\lA Y BELLE CASE 
ELEANOR BATCHELDER 
MRS. W.H . DRAPER 
MRs. GEORGE JO ES 
MRs. C. S. LITTLE 
A NA JOSEPH! NE GOWA 
MR s. GEORGE MILLER 
MRS. W. H. KILLEN 
MRS. E . H . OLDS 
R. L. GRA T 
MRs. H. T. SLIFER 
M Rs. CARL TO WELLS 
MRs. GERHAl' SER 
WI IFRED WETER 
WILL WESCOTT CORA CROWE 
CLARA M. STA SBURY 
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Chicago Jllumni Association
President• 
TION. EARL B . SMITTJ 
Sec' v and treas. 
JESSE A DEAN 
Executive Committee
EARL B . SMITH JESSE A. DEAN 
DR . C. GURNEE FELLOWS 
Banquet Palmer House
Milwaukee Jllumni Association
President., 
II ON O T . WILLIAMS
Vice-President
DR. GEORGE II. TREVER 
Sec• v and Tres.
FLO RENCE M A USTIN
Executiue Committee
0 . T . W I LLIAMS GEO IIGE II. UREVER
FLO RENCE M. A lJSTlN 
J ARED THOMPSON PERRY MILLAR 
Banqu et Plankinton House 
June 9, 1896. 
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BUSIN ESS BOARD
'Benjamin "Babcock Allan H . James 
Laura Crump

PRESIDENT HARLAND C. LOGAN, '98 
VICE-PRESIDENT GEORGE L. REYNOLDS, '99 
SEcRETARY WILLIAM R. JOHNSON, 'oo 
TREASURER . MARK A. KLI1 E, '99 
CoR. SECRETARY GEORGE BARBER, 'oo 
Fall Campaign 
Membership 
Devotional 
Missionary 
Bible Study 
Finance 
Inter-Collegiate 
Social 
Iland Book 
Chairmen of Committees~ 
N. B. RICHARDSON 
ARTHUR JOLLIFFE 
GEORGE BARBER 
WILLIAM LUNN 
W. R. JOHNSON 
M.A. KLINE 
R. EVANS 
G. L. REYNOLDS
R. E. WHITE
The YOUNG MEN'S CHRISTIAN ASSOCIATION of Lawrence 
was the first of its kind to be organized in the State, dating its 
existence from the early part of 1877. Since that time it has grown both 
in member hip and scope of work, and to-day stands as the foremost 
agency of the University in active, aggressive Christian work. 
In 1880 the association sent its first delegate to the State Conven-
tion, and in each annual convention since that time our association has 
been well represented. For some years a representative was sent each 
year to the orfolk Conference of Y. M. C. A. workers, and since the 
establishment of the Geneva Conference it has had a delegation in 
attendance there yearly. The thriving condition of the association 
attests the benefit derived from these conferences. Last year W. R. 
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Johnson, J. J. Schneck and C. D. Barnes were our representatives and 
this year we have reaped a rich harvest in the practical results attained. 
Seven Bible classes have been conducted during the year with an 
average weekly attendance of about seven men each. We were crowded 
out of the room on the second floor of University Hall and moved into a 
large, commodious room on the south side of the third floor. This room 
has been comfortably furnished, and has a most cheerful, homelike 
appearance. It is open Sunday afternoons to the boys, who find here 
the best religious reading. A member of the association is in charge to 
see that proper order is kept and to make it agreeable for the men who 
come 1n. 
A student's handbook is published by the association, giving a great 
deal of very useful information to the student body and also serving as a 
neat pocket memorandum. The athletic records and other interesting 
facts are also given. In the fall term an information bureau is opened in
charge of the older men of the University, and all new students are taken 
directly from the train to this room, where they can obtain all information 
needed and be directed to suitable rooms and boarding places. Every 
effort is made to make the stranger feel at home in the University. 
A devotional service is held in the room every Sunday evening at 
6:30, led by members, and here the student enjoys the fellowship and 
associations which never fail to bind him closely to the organization 
while in school, and in after years is looked back upon as associated with 
the brightest and best experience of college life. 
A missionary class is run in conjunction with the Y. M. C. A., the 
object of which is the study of missionary facts and literature, and the 
union of forces in building up an interest in missionary work. A stu-
dent's volunteer band is another branch of the association work. 
A reception is given in college chapel by the association, to the 
gentlemen students, the first Friday evening of the fall term and a week 
later the association unites with the Y. W. C. A. in a reception to all the 
students. The aim of these receptions is to cultivate the acquaintance 
of the new students and to make them feel that they are among friends. 
An effort is made to interest all in association work and later to secure 
their membership in the organization. It is this feature of college life 
which makes student life at Lawrence so different from what we find in 
the large universities. The majority of the students belong lo the 
associations and enjoy the privileges. 
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WINIFRED WETER 
NETTIE TIBBITTS 
LILLIE GILBERT 
NELLIE BENNETT 
NELLIE WALDO 
Missionary 
Membership 
Reception 
Bible Study 
Devotional 
Finance 
Social 
Inter-Collegiate 
Rooms and Library 
Hand Book 
PRESIDENT
VICE-PRESIDENT 
RECORDING SEC'Y
TREASURER
CORRESPONDING SEC'Y
Miss ZELIA SMITH
LOUISE HENSHAW 
NETTIE TIBBITTS
NELLIS w ALDO 
BERTHA TIBBITTS 
NELLlE BENNETT 
ELEANOR BATCHELDER 
JOSEPHINEGOWAN
EDNA PARKS
SARA PARKES 
The young women of Lawrence for several years were kindly given 
a share in the duties and privileges of the Y. M. C. A. But when 
the cry of "Woman's Work for Woman," which was being heard all over 
the land, came to Wisconsin, the young women of the State responded 
and banded themselves together in the work of uplifting womanhood. 
The association at Lawrence was formed in May, 1884, by Mr. L. D. 
Wishard, College Secretary of the International Committee, and W. E. 
Lewis, Secretary of Wisconsin. The first year there was a good 
membership and interest, which has continued throughout most of the 
history of the association, and at all times there has been a constancy of 
purpose, and a steady spiritual growth. The Y. M. and the Y. W. C. A. 
are together supporting a little Chinese girl, who is being brought up in 
one of our mission homes in China. Five of the association members 
have joined the Student Volunteer Movement for foreign missions. 
These, with others, constitute a class for the study of mission fields, and 
preparation for future work. Two members have been in direct associ-
ation work-Hattie Lummis being General Secretary at West Superior 
for several months, and Elizabeth Wilson State Secretary for Wisconsin 
in 1891, and since then International Secretary. Three young women 
have gone from the association to foreign fields to carry Christianity to 
their heathen sisters. The State Convention has twice visited Lawrence, 
once in 1890, and again in 1896, and the association thus received a 
fresh impetus and new methods of work. For two years it has been 
represented at the Geneva Assembly, and in '97 it will send six girls. 
The present membership is thirty-eight, all but one of whom are active 
members. 
Weekly Bible classes and devotional meetings are held, which are 
sources of inspiration and help for noble motives and a higher life. The 
influence of such a union of young women cannot be measured. The 
results are known only to the One who directs the Christian young 
women whose motto is: "Not by might, nor by power, but by my 
spirit saith the Lord of Ilosts." 
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Re-entered th e Inter-Coll egiate in 1894
Officers-
CORA CROWE PRESIDENT 
GEORGE REYNOLDS VICE-PRESIDENT 
WINIFRED WETER 
MARK A. KLI E 
SECRETARY 
TREASURER 
Organized under the four Literary Societies. 
Members are : 
PHOENICIANS
PIIILALA THEA NS 
ATIIE AS 
LAWREA S 
Inter-Collegiate Association of Wisconsin
President, E. E. HEMI NGWAY 
Officers- Vice President, M ARGARETMOWER
Secretary, P. H. ROLPH 
Treasurer, KIRHY H. WHITE
First honor Orator 
ARCHY D. BALL, 
Oration, "The Law of Progress " 
Second place in State Contest. 
Contests
1894-95. 
1895 96. 
Ripon 
Lawrence 
Beloit 
Lawrence 
Second honor Orator 
CORA CROWE, 
Oration, ''The Fulcrum of Progress." 
Third place in Sta te Contest. 
IRA M. ALLEN, ARCHY D. BALL, 
Oration, "A Plea for Statesmen." Oration, "The Leader, God's Messenger." 
Protested at Ripon: First place in State Contest 
at Milwaukee; Thrown out of Inter-State Con-
test because of' Wisconsin difficulty. 
GEORGE B. BALDWIN, 
Oration, "The Pessimism of Byron." 
Second place in State Contest. 
1896-97. 
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HARLAND C. LOGAN , 
Oration, "The Chisel of Destiny." 
I 
\ 
Cora Crowe
Ira M . Allen
Archy D. Ball
O l in A. Curtis
Harland C. Logan 
George B. 'Baldwin 
UnNTIL the year 1872 the oratorical work of Lawrence consisted of 
society and class exhibitions, and occasionally a local contest at 
commencement time. On May 9th, 1872, delegates from the five 
orthwestern States met at Chicago and drew up a constitution for an 
Inter-college Oratorical Association. An officer was chosen from each 
State, A. R. Sprague, of Beloit, representing VVisconsin as Secretary of 
the association. The first honor oration won a gold medal, the second a 
silver one. Lawrence held a preliminary contest during commencement 
week, the young ladies winning both first and second. Miss Vivian, the 
successful contestant, represented Lawrence at the first State contest, 
which was held at Madison April 8, 1875. The four institutions repre-
sented were the State University, Milton and Beloit Colleges and 
Lawrence University. At Madison Lawrence received no honors. Milton 
won first place. At the next local contest 0. A. Curtis and Frank Haddock 
came off victors and the latter represented Lawrence at the State contest 
at Beloit, April 18, 1876, In 1877 the contest was again held at Madison. 
Olin A. Curtis, of Lawrence, delivered an oration on "Satan and 
Mephistopheles,·• which won him first honors at both State and Inter-
State contests. He stood first in both oratory and composition. This 
victory in the third inter-collegiate contest was a great event for 
Lawrence, and a hearty ovation was tendered Mr. Curtis on his return. 
This is the only Inter-State yet won for Lawrence, though she has credit 
done her in both the past and present. 
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Lawrence-Ripon '94
Resolved, That an inconvertable paper 
money received by the Government in pay-
ment of all obligations against it is prefer-
able to ou r present medium of exchange. 
Lawrence (Affirmative) Ripon (Negative) 
ANTON HATLESTED MABEL JOHNSON 
FLORENCE MOTT ALZINA KELLER 
FLOYD RANK VICTOR E. PALMER 
Lawrence Ripon - '95
Resolved, That church property in the 
United States should be taxed. 
Ripon (Affirmative)
PAUL THOMPSON 
MARY E. JoNES 
SILAS EVANS 
Lawrence ( N e1sati ve)
BEN BABCOCK 
LILA HAWTHORNE 
ALLEN MONTGOMERY
A. L. ScHOETZ. 
WILLIAM A. LUNN. 
Lawrence - Ripon 96
Resolved, T ha t foreign immigration in 
the United States should be restricted to 
such persons as have had the equivalent of 
a common school education . 
Lawrence (Affirmat ive) Ripon (Negative) 
MARK A. KLINE LOUIS REED 
W INIFRED WETER LULU M. DYSART 
GEORGE L. REYNOLDS TIMOTHY JONES 
EDNA PARKS. 
Lawrence Osbkosb Normal Juniors - '97
Resolved, That an income tax would be 
preferable to our present method of tax-
ation, constitutional points not to be taken 
into consideration. 
Lawrence (Affirmative) 
A . L. ScHOETZ 
EDNA PARKS 
WILLIAM A . LUNN 
normal (Negative) 
ALBERT SCHUBERT 
MISS C. HARKINS 
J. W. CALNAN 
II O 
GEORGE REYNOLDS
MAUDE MURPHY 
HUGII J. IIUGHES 
OTTO L. DREYS 
Officers: 
PRESIDENT
VICE-PRESIDENTDENT 
SECRETARY
TREASURERAND BUSINESS MANAGER
DURINGthe year 1894 the political economy class of Lawrence University met at the suggestion of Professor J. H. Raymond, of 
the department of economics, and organized a Students' Co -operative 
Association. The promoters of the movement had three objects in view: 
"To extend the knowledge and practice of co -operation; to advance the 
interests of members by combined action in all directions practicable; 
and to furnish the members with books and other supplies at cost, with 
an addition of ten per cent for handling, of which seven-tenths should go 
to the business manager, and three-tenths to the association as profit." 
A membership fee of $1.00 was charged. The association soon discovered 
its proper field to be the building up of the business department, leaving 
until more prosperous times the other ol,jects for which the organization 
was effected. 
After this business experiment had progressed four months the 
council elected Mr. Dreys to the managership. The students have shown 
their appreciation of the movement and its object. Books, stationery 
and athletic goods are handled, and the business done by the association 
has been characterized by a steady growth. The business done during 
the present year represents a money value of about $1,800, of which 
amount $100 belongs to the mailing trade, the whole indicating an 
annual saving to the students of from $150 to $200. The best terms 
given by publishers to the local trade are obtained by the association. It 
is virtually free from debt, and has a paid-up stock capital of $225. 
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• 
ARCHY D. BALL 
JOHN OKONESKl 
DA YID NEWBERRY 
WILL WESCOTT . 
PRESIDENT 
VICE-PRESIDENT
. SECRETARY 
TREASURER 
MARK KLINE 
0. L. DREYS 
A. L. SCHOETZ 
H.J. HUGHES . 
Prohibition Club
H. C. LOGAN 
A. W. ARMITAGE 
T. D. HOGAN 
R. BENNETT . 
II2 
• 
. PRE SIDENT 
VICE-PRESIDENT
. SECRETARY 
TREASURER 
PRESIDENT 
VICE-PRESIDENT 
SECRETARY 
TREASURER 
TN THE spring term of 1896 the idea was conceived of organizinga society for the study of dramatic literature. Accordingly a 
meeting of a few of the students was called and the advisability of such 
an organization discussed. A committee, consisting of Misses Margaret 
Mower, Winifred Weter, Nettie Tibbitts and Florence Mott and Messrs. 
Newberry, Reynolds and Baldwin, drew up and submitted a constitution. 
This was adopted and the club fully organized on April 27. From that 
time to the present it has had a prosperous career. 
The purpose of the members was to form a college literary organiza-
tion made up of members from the four literary societies. The member-
ship being limited to twenty-five, the society started out with fifteen char-
ter members. They were: George Baldwin, Richard Evans, Will Wescott, 
David Newberry, Glen Buck, George Reynolds, Margaret Mower, Nettie 
Tibbitts, Winifred Weter, Eva Ames, Eleanor Batchelder, Nellie Waldo, 
Annie Armitage, Florence Mott and Josephine Gowan. 
The first officers were: George Reynolds, President; Nellie Waldo, 
Vice-Presjdent; Margaret Mower, Secretary and Treasurer. 
The club met at first once a week and later once in two weeks, and 
took up the study of the dramas of Shakespeare, reading the plays in 
character and studying their historical and artistic setting. 
Namesof members 
GEORGE B. BALDWIN 
DAVID NEWBERRY 
NETTIE TIBBITTS 
FLORENCE MOTT 
WILLIAM JOLLIFFE 
GUY M. CRUMP 
WILL WESCOTT 
MABEL POTTER 
RICHARD EVANS 
NELLIE BENNETT 
JOSEPHINE GOWAN 
GLEN BUCK 
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GEORGE REYNOLDS 
MARGARET MOWER 
BERTHA TIBBITTS 
EVA AMES 
ARTHUR JOLLIFFE 
WILLIAM LUNN 
MAY BELLE CASE 
ELEANOR BATCHELDER 
NELLIE WALDO 
WINIFRED WETER 
ANNIE ARMITAGE 
EDNA PARKS 
THEGN 
SHYLOCK 
SCALD 
CYNI C 
Officers: 
GEORGE F . BARBER SCRIBE ROBERT McKIM
FRANK C. PEDLEY W ARDEN , RICHARD PENGILLY 
THOMAS R. MOYLE SAGE HUGH J . HUGHS 
WILLIAM HOLSTEIN JESTER PAUL BROWN 
JIN OBSERVANT ENGLISHMA has remarked that whenever three Americans of like purpose come together they at once 
proceed to form an association, with President, Secretary and Treasurer. 
There being more than the traditional three at Lawrence who were 
boarding themselves while going through college, an organization of 
these was in the natural order of things, and like the goddess who sprang 
full armed from the head of Jove, the Bachelor Knights came into 
existence at a single thought. The membership was limited strictly to 
those young men who boarded themselves, and the object of the society 
was to lighten the cares of housekeeping by a bi-monthly "spread," given 
at some member's room, the expense falling equally upon all. At these 
meetings the Thegn, robed in tbe dignity of his office, sits at the head of 
the table and issues his mandates. The Warden keeps a weather eye on 
the door, lest the rabble annoy, while the Scald sings of the glory of their 
past and the promise of their future. By him their lineage has been 
traced back to Arthur Pendragon-
And la te r scions of o ur line, 
The conquestors of Palestine ; 
B orn of our good old family s tock, 
The men who hallowed Plymouth Rock . 
As they dine the Sage gives them great chunks of wisdom, while the 
Cynic says sarcastic things about the cook, and the Jester makes 
spasmodic efforts at being funny. The Scribe writes down all that 
passes in the book of their chronicles, and the Skylock demands the last 
ducat from his debtors. A committee is at present compiling statistics as 
to the average cost of living, and it is the aim of the society to assist in 
every way possible those who come to Lawrence with the democratic 
purpose .of boarding themselves. A Commencement Week spread is to 
be given yearly to the ex-members of the society, and around the table 
of reunion will go up their battle shout, "Dum vivimus, vivamus!"
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Professor harry heard, Director 
LEE 
FIRST TENOR 
SECOND TENOR 
BARlTONE 
SECOND BASS 
HEARD WESCOTT EVANS 
HARRY HEARD 
RICHARD EVANS 
IRA LEE 
WILL WESCOTT 

JAAMES,Manager WITHAM
WESCOTT
MERRILL 
SECOND TEAM
BULLOCK ARMS 
DAUFFENBACH DAFTER, Captain CLARK 
PRIDE STANSBURY 
CRUMP
WEAVER
ARCHY D . BALL, PRESIDENT
ROBERT E. BOYD VICE-PRESIDENT
ALLAN H. JAMES SECRETARY
GUY M. CRUMP . TREASU RER 
Board of Contro
A. D . BALL, Chairman 
BEN BABCOCK KIRBY B. WHITE 
PROFESSOR CHARLES TREAT 
ROBERT BOYD GUY M. CRUMP 
Field Day Directors
ARCHY D. BALL KIRBY B . WHITE 
BENJAMIN BABCOCK 
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OOT BALL
KIRBY B. WHITE, MANAGER
WILLIAM M. JOLLIFFE, CAPTAIN
Full Back WILLIAM JOLLIFFE
Quarter Back MARK A. KLINE
Right Half Back WILLIAM HECKER 
Left Half Back ARTHUR JOLLIFFE
Center WILLIAM HOLSTEIN 
Right End J. LAIRD 
Left End I RA LEE 
0. POTTER, R. T. 
Right Tackle BEN BABCOCK 
Left Tackle RALPH BENNETT 
Right Guard 
Left Guard 
Substitutes• 
FRANK H ENBEST 
W. M. MOTT
C. SMITH , R. E. 
ROBERT BOYD, R. H. B J. COLE, L. H.B. 
R. THOMAS, G. 
I20 
LEE 
COLE 
VVHITE, Manager 
BABCOCK 
SMITH
HENBEST 
JOLLIFFE 
VARSITY TEAM
THOMAS 
JOLLIFFE, Captain 
KLINE 
HOLSTElN 
BENNETT
MOTT 
HECKER
LAIRD 
POTTER 
BOYD 
September 26, at Rhinelander 
October 3, at Appleton 
October 10, at Ripon 
October r7, at Appleton 
November r4, at Appleton 
November 26, at Milwaukee 
Lawrence 6, Rhinelander 6 
Lawrence 24, Oshkosh 4 
Lawrence 4, Ripon 58 
Lawrence r2, Stevens Point 24 
Lawrence 24, Fond du Lac o 
Lawrence 12, St. Johns o 
Games played , 6. Garnes won, 3. Games lost, 2. Tie, r. 
A.H. JAMES, MANAGER 
Full Back 
Quarter Back 
Right Half Back 
Left Half Back 
Center 
Right End 
Left End 
Right Tackle 
Left Tackle 
Right Guard 
Left Guard 
Substitute -G. WITHAM
• 
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JAMES DAFTER, CAPTAIN 
JAMES DAFTER 
W. J. MERRILL 
BERT PRIDE 
KARL STANSBURY 
K. J. DAUFFENBACII 
W . B. BULLOCK 
JAMES ARMS 
Guv CRUMP 
• ROBERT WESCOTT 
R. WEAVER
PERCY Cl.ARK 
RALPH WHITE, CAPTAlN 
N. BERT RICHARDSON, Ass't CAPTAIN
RALPH WHITE 
N. B. RICHARDSON 
ROBERT BOYD 
E. L. COOPER 
RALPH BENNETT 
WILLIAM HOLSTEIN 
BENJAMIN BABCOCK 
R L . GRANT 
ARCHIE BENNETT 
ARTHUR JOLLIFFE 
FRED HEINEMANN 
WALTER LADWIG 
H. C. LOGAN 
C. M. CUSHING 
S . R WILLIAMS 
CHARLES BARNES 
R G. VOSS 
KARL STANSBURY 
BERT PRIDE 
ROBERT McKIM 
R. E.THOMAS 
GEORGE F . KULL 
ELMER CAIN 
TRACK TEAM
BOYD CUSHING COOPER McKIM LOGAN
R. BENNETT LADWIG WEAVER H E I NEMANN Voss A. BENNETT THOMAS BABCOCK CAIN
PRIDE HoLSTElN STANSBURY RICHARDSON JOLLIFFE WHITE GRANT KULL
100 Yards-
WILLARD j. MERRILL, '95 
220 Yards-
WILLARD J. MERRILL, '95 
440 Yards-
BENJAMIN BABCOCK, '97 
Half-Mile-
N OYES MATTESON 
One-Mile-
RALPH VOSS, Academy, '97 
120-Yard Hurdle-
RoBERT E. Boyd, '99 
Running High Jump-
RoBERT L GRANT, Academy, '99 
Pole Vault-
RALPII E. WHITE, '99 
Running Broad Jump 
ROBERT L. GRANT, Academy, '99 
Running Hop Step and Jump -
RALPH E . W111TE, '99 
Putting 16-pound Shot 
WILLIAM M. JOLLIFFE, '96 
Throwing 16-pound Hammer-
WILLIAM M. JOLLIFFE, '96 
Time, 9 4-5 seconds 
Time, 23 1-5 seconds 
Time, 53 seconds 
Time, 2 minutes 14 second s 
Time, 4 minutes 4 seconds 
Time, 18 2-5 seconds 
5 feet 3 inches 
9 feet 8 inches 
20 feet 1 r inches 
4 2 feet 1 r 1/2 iinches 
34 feet 6 inches 
101 feet 1 r inches 
-
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ALLAN JAMES, 
MAN AG ER
Pitcher 
Catcher 
First Base 
Shortstop 
Second Base 
Right Field 
Third Base 
Left Field 
Center Field 
Substitutes• 
C. PIPHER, 
CAPTAIN. 
A. JOLLIFFE 
J. DAFTER 
B. PRIDE 
C. PIPHER
P. CLARK 
G. F. KULL
N. B. RICHARDSON
J. ARMS
C. D. COLLER
J. COLE B. PHILIPSON 
A. BENNETT 
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JAMES BENNETT 
COLLER 
BASE BALL TEAM
RICHARDSON
PIPHER 
SAWYER ARMS 
JOLLIFFE 
COLE 
PRIDE PHILIPSON
BOYD
BOBBENHA CLUB
K. WHITE 
R. WHITE
BALL BULLOCK 
President 
Secretary 
Treasurer 
ALLAN H. JAMES
K. B. WHITE
BobbenhaClub
Organized 1892.)
Members
A. D. BALL 
R. E. BOYD
Charter Members
_I 
A. H. JAMES
w. B. BULLOCK 
R. E. BOYD
w. B. BULLOCK
R. E. WHITE
ROBERT M c M1LLEN 
ROBERT SOPER
BEN J AMES
ROBERT LOGAN 
ROBERT STAIR
BEN SOPER 
HENRY LEAVITT ALLAN JAMES
President 
Secretary 
Treasurer 
4-Bob(s) 2-Ben)s) and H . A. BOBBENHA
membership 
MARGARET HOWARTH
WINIFRED WETER
ELEANOR BATCHELDER
Girls of Ormsby. 
President 
Vice-President 
Secretary and Treasurer 
Pacer 
Starter 
Timer 
Surgeon 
Business Manager 
Officers~ 
LAURA E. CRUMP
Lucv BUCKLAND
ELEANORBATCHELDER 
EDNA BEVERIDGE
FLORENCE BOYD
J EAN JACK SON 
BLA NCHE CLARK
IRENE WHITMAN
BEATRICE CASSON DOROTHYBARRETT 
ANNA MAY WOODBRIDGE NINA GOCHNAUER
JEAN JACK ON EDlTH REILLY
HENRIETTA FULLER MABEL WARNER 
CHARLOTTE Woon MARGARET WINSLOW
BESSIEWOOD CLARA STANSBURY
ELSIE BOTTENSEK EDITH M. RYAN 
? 
BEVERIDGE CRUMP
REILLY BUCKLAND
FULLER
RYAN
s . B. CYCLINGCLUB
BOTTENSEK CLARK BOYD CASSON GOCHNAUER WOODBRIDGE WOOD JACKSON 
WINSLOW WHITMAN BARRETT BATCHELDER \Voon STANSBURY WARNER



THE LITERARY SOCIETIES of Lawrence are decidedly unique. 
In no other college are there organizations that perform the same 
functions or demand the same attention from their members. A word of 
description is therefore necessary in order that the uninitiated reader may 
appreciate the exact status of Phoenix
What the Masonic order is to a follower of King Solomon, what his 
fraternity is to the western college man, what "skull and bones " is to a 
Yale senior, that is his "society" to a loyal Phoenician In it inhere all 
virtues and for it no sacrifice is too great; whether it be weeks of prepar-
ation upon a debate or months of hard drill to gain an oratorical prize, it 
is all the same. Each member volunteers at the first call. "For the good 
of Phoenix," is as cogent an argument as he knows. 
Nor is this devotion unrewarded. College friendships are usually 
life-long, but Phoenix friendships are always so. College studies give 
men knowledge; PHoenix rostrum teaches men how to use that knowledge. 
College work wears men out; Pbcenix work gives them new life. Self-
centered application makes men narrow; Phoenix altruism makes men 
Christian. Many a noted alumnus has declared that were he compelled to 
part with any of the effects made upon his character by college influences, 
those of Phoenix would be hardest to yield. 
What is the secret? It is simple. Ser ions minded young men released 
from the" grind" of a bard week are assembled in labor of another kind; 
in associations of a dearer nature ; in fraternity of truest sympathy; in 
work of practical helpfulness and sure culture. The debates are exciting, 
calling for quick thought, clear logic and forcible delivery; the songs were 
born of enthusiasm and excite pleasure and splendid rivalry ; the strictest 
kind of parliamentary rule is insisted upon and an impartial chance is 
given to all. Debates and orations are the main features of the programs. 
Music, e!:says and readings afford agreeable intermissions and valuable 
training. A general debate by division of the members on the House of 
Commons plan is an innovation of interest and profit. The business 
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session at the close of the literary exercises offers the best drill possible 
for ready speaking and sharp parliamentary practice. 
Phcenix has always been noted for her social life, ideals and influence. 
She believes that culture and character have true relations, but snobbish-
ness is for her, infidelity. True worth is recognized, and whether it be in 
the millionaire's son or in the determined young man who Jives and studies 
in toil, all merit is considered laudable. But Phcenix does insist that 
true culture is necessary to the highest success and aims always to make 
the expression of the life in harmony with that life's highest ideal socially 
as well as morally. As a consequence all members receive sharp criticism 
and all may be gentlemen if they will. The set social functions are an 
opening reception in union with the Lawrean Society at the beginning of 
each year and a joint meeting at the close of each term. All members of 
both societies take an active interest in these, the most brilliant and enjoy-
able events in the society year. At the last session "She Stoops to Con-
quer" was acted in a very creditable manner. At other times Howell 's 
"Sleeping Car," "A Spanish Operetta" and two original plays have won 
great applause. 
The Phcenix Glee Club, abandoned last year for a University club, is 
more widely known throughout the State than any other Lawrence organi-
zation. For several years it made trips of unusual success, rendering 
programs of recognized quality anJ artistic merit. 
Nor has material good been withheld. Phoenix hall is now a luxuri-
ous society home. Refined taste has had full play. Instead of the old 
cabinet organ, a "Steinway Grand" furnishes the accompaniment to old 
Litoria; new chairs, tables, desks, paintings, portraits and busts give added 
aesthetic value. A water-color by Mrs. Fletcher Hewett, a bust of Pres-
ident l\IcKinley given by Archy D. Ball, and a life-size India Ink of Olin 
A. Curtis (presented anonymously) are among the latest acquisitions. 
In famous alumni Phccnix is rich. Of its thousand and more mem-
bers some have fallen at the head of Union soldiers, some have achieved 
D 
high renown as statesmen, many are in the front ranks of the Protestant 
ministry and nearly all are filling honorable positions in the citizen body. 
Phoenix produced the only Lawrence man that ever won the Inter-State 
Oratorical Contest . President Raymond is the first preacher in the 
Methodist church and an educator of national repute. Olin A. Curtis is 
famous for brains and brilliancy. We do but mention Doctors Faville, 
Updyke, Davis, States Attorney Mylrae, Senator Whitman, Professor 
Nicholson, F. A. Johnson and Lyman Nash of a score more of like 
renown. With such a past, what may we not hope for the future? 


ThePHILALATHEAN SOCIETY was organized in 1853 and num-bers, up to the present time, nine hundred and fifty-seven members. 
Through its varied allied organizations and its regular literary and 
business sessions it affords the best possible facilities for rapid develop-
ment and thorough work. Through its Bar Association, organized in 
1892, it furnishes unexcelled opportunities for legal practice in inter-
esting trials held every term, which are enthusiastically received. The 
quickness of thought, shrewdness of wit and readiness of speech 
acquired in this mock tribunal, conducted according to strict legal 
procedure, is of incalculable benefit to the student. 
For more than twenty-seven years "Philal" bas maintained the 
happiest relations with "Athena," and the two societies have worked in 
harmony to further the development of their members. The fall 
reception to the new students is one of the social events of the year, and 
every term a party is held to which all the members are invited. The 
Philalathean Society is ess'!ntially democratic in its character; all 
members are treated with eqnal fairness, and if a man rises to prom-
inence it is not through favoritism but his own endeavor. 
Another regular institution is the annual spring entertainment. In 
1889 "She Stoops to Conquer" was presented with great success; in
succeeding years plays of less importance were rendered, but in 1896 
occurred Longfellow's "Masque of Pandora," and in 1897 the Greek 
play of "Ingomar," both of which were so artistically rendered and well 
received as to be repeated. These entertainments afford the finest 
opportunities for studying the highest forms of elocution. 
But all these factors are merely secondary-the full 
strength of the society is displayed in its weekly sessions. 
Here the highest st.andards of literary art are insisted 
upon, and the opportunities for parliamentary drill are 
unequaled. Especial attention is paid to debate, oratory 
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and composition, and musical numbers are a strong feature of every pro-
gram. Here independent opinions upon the great questions of the day 
are formed, and by mutual criticism faults in thought, composition and 
delivery are noticed and corrected. Here, in the business session, 
parliamentary rules are rigidly enforced and the strictest methods of 
carrying on the society work are insisted upon. These sessions form the 
pleasantest memories of the alumnus, and, while as valuable to the 
student as a two-hour study, are the social event of the week. 
To attain such a complete development a long and varied existence 
has been necessarv, and "Philal" has surely an interesting history. It 
has kept on increasing in power and strength until it now has surpassed 
all previous attainments. In 1893 its Glee Club won fame and honor by 
the excellent programs rendered in northern Wisconsin and Michigan. 
In the same year the hall was refurnished throughout by the exertions of 
the members, and by the addition of new features from time to time, it 
has become a most beautiful and pleasant society home. 
In scholarship the society has always been in the front rank, and the 
alumni are among the most honored of any of Lawrence's sons, and are 
represented by such men as Dr. Haylett, the late Dr. Stowe, Dr. Plantz, 
C. 0. Tichenor, the eminent lawyer and founder of the "Tichenor Prize," 
and Dr. Trever, the latter of whom captured more prizes than any single 
student ever in college and won the highest average of standing ever 
attained in the history of the University. 
GREATinstitutious embodied the versical thinking of the year 1858. 
And such thinking! For in 1858 Palmerston introduced a bill to 
transfer the authority of the East India Company to the crown; in
1858 a candidate for the United States Senate said; "A house divided 
against itself cannot stand; this government cannot endure permanently 
half slave and half free ; it will become all one thing or all the other." In 
1858 Napoleon III was developing his Italian plans, just about the same 
time that Herschel's outlines of astronomy went into its fifth edition and 
Grote was writing his exposition of Plato's Doctrine of the Revolution of 
the earth, all of which events were proj ec ted to pave the way for the 
orgamzation of the Athena Society. 
And what a graceful creature she was in her hoop skirts, silk pelisse 
with a lace pereline, bat with its velamentous drapery covering the 
billow of hair. Not exactly a saucy summer girl; a maid of the dust -rag, 
rather, of unburned bread and unfallen cake and stay-at-home-and-be-
good philosophy, with a pantry full of religious ideas enough to make a 
world of dyspeptics, but a nice little woman, really and trnly, now. 
Yet only a vitascopic figure is she, gone, gone forever, down the 
back entry of time, so that it is vain to be hewers of wood and drawers 
of water to such a caducous image. Moreover, looking backward is 
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painful for the medulla oblongata, so let us only speak of her shadowy 
beginning, nor pause to display to a bored and 11nsympathetic audience 
her baby pictures and baby talk. For early history is only the back-
ground to a picture, without which-but let us not follow further; a study 
of beginnings has always been a little trying, just a little trying to a man's 
veracity. 
Athena can speak for herself without any ventose references to her 
origin, for all things about her have a semiology, her hall, her programs, 
her girls, but her able defense explains itself on the hypothesis, "To him 
who hath shall be given," so that no one can argue the use of wisdom to 
I 
be innocent and inexhaustible, which is Athena's by long, indisputible 
prescription. 
A divine gift, wisdom- divine to educate the mind, to elevate to free-
dom and to knowledge rather than opinion: a negative process, a positive 
result, result to which an assemblage tendered much admiration, result 
ably expressed in that debatable question (one to which Darwin, by the 
way, devoted years of reflection and experiment), "Resolved, That water 
is more beneficial than air." The argument was easily the negative's, 
who thrust her opponent's logic into vacuum when she declared that were 
it not for air there could he no air ships, and no air ships by the law of use 
and dis-use, unless a stimulus be from other directions, the loss of vision, 
and mathematical demon tration of Lawrence's astronomer. Were there 
no water man could drink milk. Then, too, water could not be of conse-
quence, since the Dingley tariff bill ignored it. Were there not water, 
Coleridge could not have written that "Water, water, everywhere," poem, 
and have sent its hapless would-be interpreters to a mad-house. No water 
and the consequent omission of marine types would make biology such a 
dear subject. 
But Athena is not alone a dialectician; she has also an aesthetic
disposition on-a Banjo Club! "Music gives freedom to the soul," says 
Hegel, and who can gainsay the power of the "Spanish Fandango" to 
grant the listener a fore-feeling of Elysium, music fit to rank with the 
winsome melodies of Mozart's " Magic Flute" or the grander strains of 
Beethoven's ninth symphony. Yes, the Banjo Club discourses most 
eloquently in a persuasive dialect of "Black Africa," with dulcet tones 
"fading in swan-like ends," especially when a banjo string breaks on the 
finish, and the guitar goes off on a strike, angered at the Wagnerian 
method of the banjorine. The Club is indeed a joy forever, its loveliness 
increasing (so hope we all sincerely). 
Thus wisdom and the arts have for over thirty years been moulding 
Athena in the matrix of truth, so that worthy is her excellent President, 
her altiloquent critic, who with the index finger shames the segnitia of 
the disputant's grammar; the Treasurer, with whom we all have a dun-
ning acquaintance, and even the Marshal, of the judgment, "Well done, 
good and faithful servant," and Palmerston's speech, Napoleon's plans, 
Lincoln's rhetoric and Grote's sweet little sympathy with the Doctrine of 
the Revolution of the earth. 
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JI NEW order of things must be better than the old, or the new order will not last. All history of thought or action teaches this. A new 
philosophy which leads men farther from the truth is soon abandoned. 
The empires of an Alexander or a Napoleon dissolve like dreams. But 
when is born an institution that the world needs, though all the forces of 
the earth conspire to do it harm, its conscious mission is its own good 
star by which the wise men read aright its future. 
There came an hour in the history of Lawrence when the societies 
were ripe for such a change. Phoenix had risen from the ashes of the 
old order and a friendly rivalry made way for rapid progress. But 
among the college girls the interest was almost at a standstill. There 
was lacking the incentive to great effort that is necessary to develop the 
highest powers of womanhood. Many felt the need and some few saw 
the remedy; but Lawrean must wait for the appearance of founders 
worthy of its name. 
A peculiar order of character must be present in the pioneers of any 
great movement. They are the souls, who, if needs be, make martyrs. 
The least of all they suffer is the scoffs and jeers of those who will not 
follow, and the disapproval of those who wish them best. Twenty-seven 
years ago, any woman's movement was more difficult than now. Girls 
might read literature, but it was masculine to be rivals in debate. Greatest 
honor, then, is due to those who were willing to forfeit popularity, endure 
the trials which they could foresee, and others which they knew not of, 
that future generations of Lawrence girls might have the highest literary 
opportunities that can be given. 
"What is excellent, as God lives, is permanent." The most dismal 
trials failed to daunt the Lawrean girls. At every society reunion 
alumnae look around the beautiful hall and tell of the days of bare walls 
and floors, one spluttering lamp and smoking stoves. Amid difficulties 
is genius fostered! Numberless girls enjoy the privileges which the brav-
ery of a few once bought, and the years have given Lawrean a record 
which reflects her fame and honor. In place of one society, working 
without definite aim, two now work side by side in friendliness and love, 
but in a profitable and noble rivalry. 
It is not a narrowing of a student's life to join a society. As the 
philanthropist loves all humanity none the less because he retires to his 
own fireside for sympathy and rest; as the Christian feels himself a part 
of all denominations in the divine brotherhood of Christ none the Jess 
because he has found his affinities in a certain denomination-so the stu-
dent is none the less Joyal to old Lawrence, but rather wears her colors 
the more proudly and holds all her sons and daughters dearer, because of 
her love for the lily and the golden-rod of Lawrean. 
MILDRED I. MCNEAL.
DEAR Lawrean, sisterhood of thirty years, In this fair laurel-season it is meet 
We cull the fragrance that each memory wears 
And twine our garlands for thy honored seat. 
Scene of our loves and labors, more complete 
With every year that links its life to thine, 
Star of the growing mind, we find it sweet 
To weave our plans upon thy broad design, 
And drink from thy soft hand life 's ever reddening 
wine. 
Progress and love before thy open doors 
To all who come give gracious welcoming, 
Pointing the careless one a firmer course, 
And to the vain a worthier following. 
Here, too, with mid-morn beauty all a-wing, 
The golden rod in sunny vigor stands, 
And here the lily bloom doth dumbly sing, 
With praise and blessing in her stainless hands, 
Fair blossoms both, whose seed blows bright o'er many 
lands. 
Loved by a thousand hearts , but first by us, 
Some grace a wider world than we have known, 
And fire from them, God-given and glorious, 
Lifts many a soul to likeness of His own. 
ome lend their sweetness to the Great Unknown, 
So calmly passed we think them not away, 
And some, the most , devotedly Ii ve on 
\Vinning new brightness from each common day 
And joy from all, nor deem life held a better way. 
And our immediate circle! Who can tell 
Tbe good that is to live at thy behest? 
And who shall say how fruitfully and well 
The worth of each moves on in all the rest, 
Here friendship claims ns, life's supremest test. 
Here self is lost, and warring turns to peace. 
Dear Lawrean, thou hast shadowed forth our best 
In past and present-may it never cease, 
And change to thee and us bring only sweet increase. 
MILDRED I. MCNEAL, '99. 
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THEGalilean taught the world to sing The song wherein all speech and music lie And pant for utterance, yet are unexpressed. 
He sang the song of life, and bade us sing 
That song in deeds of beauty, and in days 
Inwrought with labor and with love for man. 
We err through blindness, and our feet stray far; 
Our songs to His are alien, deeds are dust; 
Our hope the foot-print hidden by the wave; 
Our song the song of words, when it should be 
The song of truth and beauty and of deed. 
0 Alma Mater! thine the task to teach 
Our hearts His song of nameless melody; 
To bid our souls be reverent, that we hear 
The heart-beat of creation; that we know 
The passing Master-Workman ; that we see 
His impress on the world of sense and soul; 
So shall the song the Galilean sang 
Be ours to sing the variant life-day long. 
Hugh J. Hughes, '98. 
Resume
For Estudiantina
Oh we are gay students of Lawrence-
At Lawrence in old Appleton. 
Though it's out west, on the frontier, 
'Tis a college o[ wondrous renown. 
The students are all full of genius, 
The professors are awe-fully wise, 
And between us, let me tell you, 
\Ve make people open their eyes. 
Our Latin and Greek are diversions-
We're charmed with our daily excursions 
With Horace 
And dear Ovid 
And all of those classical chaps. 
And Metaphysics 
And "polecon "-
We think they are nothing but snaps. 
We've mastered all branchs of learning-
The "ologies," " isms" and " ics," 
Just consult us, i [ you ever 
Get into a studious fix. 
We'll straighten it out in a jiffy-
J ust glance at the size of the brain, 
For at Lawrence, we are Seniors, 
Juniors, 
Sophomores, 
Freshmen, 
\Vhich fact will the marvel explain. 
But there are some things in the schedule 
We know that you never have guessed-
The "usual walks" and the "gate talks" 
Those sociological tests. 
And then we are partial to foot ball-
We're all of us in it to win. 
Though it's violent and it's dangerous, 
\Ve're heroes and never give in. 
We're very well up in our tactics 
We've learned after arduous practice 
To shou lder arms 
And to ground arms, 
And to march with the fife and the drum, 
To right wheel 
And to fours left 
To the sound of the fife and the drum. 
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We often go boating down 1iver, 
For rowing's such good exercise ! 
The way it strengthens a fellow's muscles 
Would cause you no end of surprise, 
And bicycle riding is splendid 
\Vhen studied in classes of two, 
Though we do think tandems better 
To teach one the secrets-don't you ?
But in spite of our varied acquirements 
We're none of us bookworms or prigs, 
For we know jokes when we see them 
As well as we know how to dig. 
\Ve laugh and grow fat-out of class hours -
Make love to the girls at the Hall, 
'Till its doubtful-very doubtful 
If you'd think we were learn-ed al all. 
We make it a point to be jolly-
Much study we know is all folly I 
Let the Freshmen 
Or the Juniors 
Have a party when lectures are done, 
Or the Seniors 
Or the Sophomores 
And we will just show you some fun!!! 
\Ve're up to all manner of pranking 
And hazing's our special delight. 
1 f you put him on his metal 
One boy can accomplish a sight. 
Ile'll tell you that sleigh rides and parties, 
And serenades out on the fence, 
And Halloween and Commencement 
Make college li[e simply immense. 
M.McN. 
Babkok 'n Billy Visit the Gridiron
mE 'N' MY CHUM BILLY seen the awfullst squabble tother day yo ever heerd uf. We'd hearn the preacher say sun thin bout what swells call "foot ball." He said 
its wuss'n any prize fight ever wuz. Now, me an' Bill we never takes no stock in sech 
truck talk less we weriliz it. So's being theirs to be bout up'n Appletin we jest went up. 
Wall, seems 'at the row'uz on when we got ther, fur they wuz just totin one feller off on 
a shutter. One coon said he'd tried "to buck the line" and now he'd "kick the bucket." 
That didn't hurt th speerit o' th' meetin' tho, for the man wot held a whistle in bis teeth 
and carried a whoppin big club he yells "play" and then you'd orter ha' seen the fur fly. 
Seems them 'ere fellers from Fon dy lack thot tha cud play ball fur tha'd dun up them 
Ripin thugs and only knoct out three teeth, so tha cum up to do the Lawrinc gang. Now 
them fellers hadn't kounted the thing rite fur tha thot that a strong breth ud do the job, 
hut tha wuz foled. One of them collag bums, what tba kawld Bullit Hecker, he maid a 
b Jin fur th hull gang uv the Lack fellers und ucl orter seen'm scoot. Bum by r uv 'em 
seas Bullit runnin fur the sticks wot stud up on the end uv the pastur, and he sneeks up 
un claps Bullit roun' the legs. Bullit cums clown kerwhack, and like a suckin caf what's 
jus ben wenecl he baulz out, "Down!" Then tha gose at it ergen, un a big guy wot tha 
calls capin Jollif he tux the ball unmade fur the big jay wot stans in the middil uf th' 
row uf bucks. Lor, how Jollif did hit him jus whare his snpir wod a bin ef he'd bad eny. 
Then th hul push tha give cap a big shuv & he went clen thru en dug fur them 'ere pols. 
Nun uf them Lack fellyrs cud git enuf wind ter cbas him. Y'u'd orter heerd 'em varsity 
fell rs yell, un ther Kop he jus grin'cl an' didn't du nu thin' tu 'em. W'en er fellrs dun up 
tha jest yell "time" un put in er neu man, un gose rite on wid the game. Wen the 
Lack fellrs cudn't run no more, th' fellr wicl ther club un whisl he yells "game up" un 
tha all cleers out fur hum. Me 'n' Bill bed a row wid a fellr, fur we wanted ter go in tu 
it two, un halp ther Lack fellrs. Gosh! that wos fine sport. Don never ketch me 'n' 
Bill foolin' roun' no more them 'ere prize lits and cok lites ner goine ter no mor circusses 
w'en ther's a foot bawl scrap on. Thare two tame fer us now. PUGBABKOK.
TheRing and the Gown
WHILE BROWNING has made the story of the Ring and the Book famous with his eleven times repeated narrative, no poet has yet arisen to immortalize the 
almost equally tragic tale of the Ring and the Gown of the class of '97. The ring, 
indeed, a modest but beautiful gold circlet and monogram, which, as a gift to Dr. Plantz, won 
his heart, behaved itself with decorum and gained the praise of all, doing nothing worse 
than to bring upon Mr. Allan James the charge of being engaged to all the Senior girls, 
But the gown! Oh, that gown! After months of weary waiting, of hope deferred 
and consequently sickened hearts, (to this fac t the matrimonia l record of the class may 
perhaps be attributed) the class which had laughed in scorn that their number was 
the un lucky thirteen, resolved in sorrow that they would nevermore mock at fate. 
After many stormy debates the eight-thirteenths of the class won the day. Then 
began the harrowing experience with a "heartless corporation" which, after a weary 
struggle, resulted in the triumphant and the never expected appearance of the caps and 
gowns at chapel. Dignity could not be added, so it was simply uniformed. Their life, 
though short, is volumes long in experiences at dinners, spreads, raids and serenades. 
Already they bear the marks of their calling; and the promised climax of the year will 
make them fit relics for the museum of the half century. 
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JI FAIR maid sat 'neath a stately dome, Sing hey I for t/1e quest of the maiden bright,
A-reading full many an ancient tome, 
And a-lack-a-day! for her faithful knight.
Up springeth the maiden, light and free, 
'' Ho ! Saddle and bridle my steed," quoth she, 
"I go on a quest, lo a far countree." 
'' Forsooth, I have read in these books so old," 
Sing hey! for the quest of the maiden bright,
"How the truth has need of a champion bold," 
And a-lack-a-day! for her faithful knight.
''And these weakling knights-it is naught they have done,·· 
They shall bide at home and spin in the sun ; 
Let a maid ride forth, and the victr'y's won." 
So forth in scorn rode the gallant maid, 
Sing hey I for the 1;11esl of the maiden bright.
Boasting full loud she was not afraid, 
A11d a-lack-a-day! for her faithful knight.
Her knight looked out from bis window high 
And waved his kerchief as she passed by; 
"A-lack!" sighed he, as he wiped his eye. 
But as he sat mourning at eventide, 
A-lack! for the quest of the maiden bright,
A maid forlorn was at his side, 
Sing /1ey! for t!te joy of the faithful knight.
"Ah, why, sweet maid, such grief do I see?" 
"I like not the world, dear knight," sobbed she, 
·' 'Tis too big and cold-I will bide with thee." 
F. B. M. 
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Annual Announcement
of the
Matrimonial Bureau
of Lawrence University
THE
MATRIMONIAL BUREAU is pleased to greet again its many 
friends and patrons at the end of an unusually successful year. 
The history of the bureau is well known. In the year of 1894 the 
attention of several public-spirited students was called to the condition 
of society, or rather the lack of any real society, in our college. The 
number of men and women who graduated from our school confirmed in 
a state of single blessedness was increasing at an alarming rate. After 
some consultation they decided upon the plan which has been so success-
fully followed since by the bureau. 
The bureau truly does a remarkable work. Through its agency 
loving hearts have been brought together, happy homes established, and
the social condition of the country greatly improved. To those who are 
unacquainted with our work we will offer a brief explanation. Many 
people come to Lawrence with a very scant knowledge of Cupid and his 
ways . Therefore, while possessing the good will and a great deal of 
natural ability, it is hard to get a start, as it were, in the mazy byways of 
affection. The bureau is composed of persons all of considerable experi -
ence; in fact, we admit no one who has not had at least one hand-to-hand 
contest with the blind archer. These people keep themselves informed 
on all affairs of the heart, and thus are able when an applicant presents 
him or herself to give advice that is invaluable. They also furnish such 
things as introductions, sweet opportunities, etc. ext year we shall get 
the consent of the faculty to keep the Ormsby Hall door unlocked till 
11 :30 P. M., and we intend to put several screens in the reception room. 
We shall also keep the society halls open most of the time. Right here 
it might be well for us to refute the charge made by some ill natured 
person to the effect that we are interested in Mr. Shannon's boat livery. 
While we admit that Mr. Shannon is doing a great deal of good in his 
way, we wish it understood that the institutions are entirely separate and 
that we receive no commission or remuneration of any kind from him. 
We earnestly invite every student to put him or herself in our hands and 
they may be assured that their best interests are our own. The follow-
ing are some unasked-for testimonials: 
PEKIN, China. 
DEAR FRIENDS: - I wish to acknowledge to the world the boundless debt of gratitude 
1 owe you. I came to college a stoop-shouldered, bashful and altogether as hopeless a 
case as ever was inside the walls of old Lawrence. I at once put myself in the hands of 
the bureau and everything prospered. I owe my present happy condition entirely to the 
bureau. Yours truly, 
REV. ED. JAMES.
ATHENS, Tenn. 
DEAR FRIENDS: - Nopen can tell how much I owe the bureau. Enclosed please find 
a check to pay for advice on "How to sleep when walking at night." After sufficient
practice your method works to perfection. If you know of any firm that sells chairs 
with upholstered legs, please send me their address. Yours sincerely, 
NOYES MATTESON, 
PRES.of Athens University. 
MADISON, Wis.
DEAR FRIENDS: - Abouta year ago I put myself in the hands of the bureau. 
have every reason to be highly satisfied with the results so far. Yours, 
WM. J- L F E. 
BOSTON, Mass 
DEAR FRIENDS: - Inspite of my fine figure 1 never made any progress in affairs o[ 
the heart until I placed mysel[ in the hands of the bureau. Then my success was 
immediate and astonishing. I was absolutely overwhelmed with attention, and finally, 
with the help of an expert from the bureau, I picked out the one that seemed best suited 
to my needs. I shall always owe the bureau a boundless debt of gratitude . 
REV. A. S. G L - B RT. 
APPLETON, Wis. 
DEAR FRIENDS: - Iwish to state that I consider that the bureau has done a great 
service in my affair, which is now practically settled. Of course I could have got along 
without it, but I should have had to give more of my valuable time thau I see fit to 
spend in such matters. I shall always extend to the bureau my patronage and my 
innuence. I have a lso another very fine Columbian Encyclopedia, bound in half calf, 
making in all one and one-half on hand. which I will sell absolutely at cost. 
Yours respectfully, 
L. I'. DEN. 
We respec tfully solicit your patronage. No payment is required 
until things are practically settled. All business considered strictly 
private. Address all communications to 
T..J. M ., Secretary. 
Too Late
Backwardturn backward, 0 time in your flight!Turn back the hall clock, just for to-night. 
Shades of Miss Eddy! Your aid I implore! 
Come while she dreams and unfasten the door. 
Why did I linger, in folly to spoon 
\Vith that handsome young man in the light of the moon, 
Never heeding the time till a quarter past ten, 
Only to say, "l 've been locked out again!! " 
The Saddest Words
" Of all sad words o[ tongue or pen, 
The saddest are these, 'I've flunked again.' " 
Dr. Lummis: "Who will volunteer on this passage ?" 
Mr. Dreys (anxious to escape): '· Mr. Andrews says he will. " 
Dr. Lummis (kindly): "Well, we mnst not drive a willing 'horse' too far." (Andrews 
blushes in confusion.) 
Bee Impe r s onation 
I HE I HEARS
2 HE SEES
H E FI GHTS 
4 - HEF E LS 
5-H E CAPTURES
6-H E KI L L S 
13 
Random Shots 
7-ON DUTY
8-0FF DUTY
9-A P RACT I CA L JOKE - NO. I 
10-SAME-No. 2 
11-SAME-No. 3 
12-1-l E H EARS A JOKE
HE SEES THE POINT 
Just before the Scimmage Mother
]
UST before the scrimmage, mother, 
I am thinking most of you, 
As upon the girdiron standing, 
With the foot-ballites in view. 
Comrades long haired, round me tremble-
Not of "Aunking" ere the game; 
But they know that ere it's ended 
They must win or bear the shame. 
Farewell Profs, for you may never 
Hear me flunk in c lass again. 
But l know you' ll not forget me, 
If I'm numbered with the slain. 
Hark! I bear the umpire's whistle ; 
'Tis the signal for the fray. 
Now, oh! co-eds, if you'd help us 
You must make those tin horns bray. 
See them massing for our center-
Here's the chance for glory, boys-
But he drops before the smashers, 
And our side gives vent to joys. 
Thus we play the game so foxy; 
Bruised heads and broken shins, 
These are not to be considered, 
For it is our crowd that wins. 
Maidens wave those flags o f linen, 
Profs do shout and howl for joy. 
Then they rush to each a grinning, 
"You're the bully foot ball boys." 
Faculty Art
The genius of the faculty in brains has 
never been questioned; in wit they have 
excelled, a nd despite their abnormal 
councils, it has ever been believed that 
" the king can do no harm." But that 
their ambition dared the "golden ball" 
of art was never dreamed until the ac-
companying aesthetic creation was lately 
left as the result of a usual "faculty 
meeting." 
Tn Sincerest Gratitude
to that 
Committee of Noble Women
through whose
toil and sacrifice
We · Enjoy the
Of 
The Chariot and Four
Dedicated to Prof. Jones and Dr. tummls. 
Brester doesn't ride a pony , he goes in n chariot and four." 
The days when we "jolly the Prof." they are few, 
The "days when we grind they are more ; 
But our buskins will never be wet with
For we ride in a chariot and four. 
With Jones on our Virgil and Livy we fall, 
With Lummis we delve in the lore 
That opens the treasure of Homer to all 
Who will ride in a char- iot and four. 
The laughter that lies in a pair of blue eyes, 
As they follow the dip of the oar-
0 this is our pay at the close of the day
For this jaunt with the chariot and four. 
to the men with the hair that is grey, 
hearts that are young as of yore ; 
to the pleasure we've had on the way 
cheer for the chariot and four 1 
H. J. HUG HES, '98. 
the dew, 
GrandBall
JI VASSAR girl when asked if she liked cod fi sh balls replied that she didn''t know, 
as she had never attended any. This cannot 
be said of Ormsby girls , who are familiar with 
everything from an A. D. Ball to a Lase ball. 
One of tbe most important c,·ents of the 
Ormsby year is the annual "full dress ball," 
which generally takes place about IIalloween . 
This is also the most exclusive of all events of 
the year, and tbe sudden appearance of a 
gentleman would be worse than that of a 
mouse. 
It is here that the girls give full sway to 
the imagination. The "fashion plate boy" 
could procure many pointers, and others "could see themselves as others see them " To 
an observer it bas the appearance of a "World's congress," and also to a listener every-
body from the plow-boy or organ grinder to the "queen upon her throne" are there, and 
the nicest thing about it is that the queen and plow-boy are on intimate terms. No party 
lines, or lines of care, or masculines are visible, and nothing but a feline could climb the 
back balcony. Through trickery and considerable opposition we manage to reproduce 
a picture of the '96 ball, which will give a slight idea of the conglomerations present at 
the great social event. 
our Photographer
Many of the joys of college life are capable of being 
retained if only "shot." Will Johnson, our 
pl1otographer, has become a benefactor by h is 
kodak and camera efforts, for through 
sight we often live again those times, 
in flashlight and photo. 
ln the oratorical contest an 
aspi rant reaches a striking cli-
max with the words, ''This is 
a critical moment!" The ges-
t,1re remains suspended, but 
the words have deserted him 
and in the midst of that' 'crit-
ica I morn en t" be retires from 
the stage. 
TheFinancier
THE FINANCIER is turned loose in our midst. 
He pushes back the hair from the top of his 
head, and meditates loudly as follows: "Lo, there 
is something the matter with this country, and I 
have found out what it is. Behold, there is only 
one Bryan and I am his prophet. 
Sela. Fools, preachers and col-
lege presidents; thieves, magnates, 
and rich men; come, list to my 
eloquence and be informed and 
repent respectively. Verily I say unto you, there 
are people that have got more money than I have 
and that must not be. Of a surety the Jaws of 
the country are to blame for it somehow, and we 
must fix the laws. What is causing our late, 
cold spring, if not the gold standard; why is our 
base ball team always beaten, and why did I get 
second grade in Dutch? Monometalism is upon 
us. To your tents, 0 Israel, and get a full sized ballot. Then come and watch me vote 
and go thou and do likewise. 
Book notices 
The following College publications are for sale. They are all popular and up-to-date 
works by student authors. Come before the stock is broken. 
''THE ROPES AT THE HALL," G. M. Hen best. Pocket edition. Very useful to 
men students and bashful gentlemen . 
''SHORT ROAD TO MATRIMONY," Lewis McCrary. Based on experience. Snre 
to win. Method and instructions given. 
''INTRODUCTORY FORMS," Ralph Bennett. How to introduce yonr friends (lady) 
and all about table manners, etiquette, etc., with psychological remarks on the same. 
"WHY I AM A BACHELOR," A Faculty Member. Sure way of escape given. No 
josh. written with a view of benefiting humanity, especially students. 
"WHAT I DON'T KNOW ABOUT MATHEMATICS," L. P. DENOYER. Very 
short. Bound in pig skin. Large print. 
"HOW I JOINED THE CYCLING CLUB," W. S. Wescott. Very pointed and 
practical. Contains valuable advice, cautions, etc., to any aspiring male student. 
In great demand. Checkered binding. 
"WHAT I SAW WHEN AT THE PHYSICAL CULTURE CLASS." Anonymous. 
Thrilling experiences of an unknown adventurer. Shocking scenes of female cruelty 
inflicted on unprotected man. Goes like hot cakes. 
"PURGATORY ROW" and "ANGELS RETREAT." by the author of "UNSEEN 
SIGHTS," open up the mysleries so long attached to certain sections of Ormsby 
Ilall. Pathos, tragedy, humor ( ?) woven into the narrative. 
'·MY STORIES," Professor Jones. Issued in handy form for reference. Accumula-
tion of forty-two years. Patent index. Bound in Luckskin. 
Other books: "The Spread I Didn't Eat," W. W. Williams. "My Midnight 
Ride," Matteson. "How We Didn't Get the Sleigh," Jolliffe. "Under the Ivy," 
Laura Crump. "Ecce Homo," Gowan. "Much Ado About Nothing," Dafter. "Trials 
of a Reporter," Bullock. ''How to run a Successful Livery," Stansbury. ''Wit, 
Wisdom and Humor," Wilson, also, ''The Art of Squelching." 
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Freshie
Ji O\V necessary are the "grinds" 
I For sharpening up our wits and minds, 
For Cupid's skill in Sophomore life, 
For Father Time who has no wife, 
And for Old Nick, whose horns and tail 
Make even stalwart Freshmen pale. 
Oh yes! The Freshmen! Hair! and HORN 11 
He's been at large since he was born 
He too improves now by a grind. 
('Twill take some time to improve his mind). 
So on with the work noble Seniors of skill ; 
\Vith Juniors as helpers work thou with a will 
ClassCharacteristics
Freshman: Preparation; ask 
permission; don't go. 
Sophomore: Preparation; go. 
Junior: Go; preparation; per-
mission ? 
Senior: Preparation; go; per-
mission. 
Freshie
As he sees himself. As others see him. 
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A honey-moon
1 T was the middle of the winter term of '96 and three days after the wedding. Mr. M. being too busy and his bride being away from home, he did not arrange for a honey-
moon. His kindly-disposed fellow-students decided to arrange a trip for him, and in 
their desire to give him enjoyment, proposed to accompany him as an escort. Accord-
ingly, about seventy-five, more or less, of his well-wishers visited him in his sanctum. 
By gentle but forcible persuasion he was prevailed upon to accompany them to the gym-
nasium. Here, suitably surpliced, he was bound-for safety-by leather straps of silken 
softness to a downy plank; the procession then, headed by a volunteer orchestra, wended 
its way to Ormsby Hall, where the bridegroom delivered a hymeneal oration to the ladies 
and his escort on "Is Marriage a Failure?" The impassioned eloquence with which he 
described the glories of conjugal felicity was accompanied by the most active and grace· 
ful gesticulations possible under the circumstances. 
The picture represents the scene of the oration. The ladies are easily distinguishable 
in the windows in the background. while the lion of the hour can be recognized by his 
dignified position, and the young gentlemen composing his escort stand around waiting 
patiently for the conclusion of his remarks. 
After visiting the President's house, the procession returned Mr. M. in safety to his 
home, and he acknowledged that it was the most enjoyable honey-moon he had ever 
experienced. 
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The Seniors have been much struck by the appreciation 
of their auditors on their serenade excursions. In by-gone-
years Seniors have beguiled their hearers into believing 
they were visited by an angel choir, but this year while the 
music and art has been unusually complimented, the source 
has been considered so mundane as not to have reached in 
their evolution beyond the quadruped of the genus cat. 
The above is a supposed flash light, taken on the back lawn 
of the President's house about 11:45, Saturday, May, '97. 
A Wilsonism. - Miss W. (sitting on the stairs. has been noticing Mr. B. and Miss B. 
below): "Mr. B-s-w-rth, do you know the difference between you and me?" 
Mr. B.: ''No.'' 
Miss \V.: '' You are spooning on the stairs, and I am staring on the spoons." 
A March of Intellect-'97 leaving chapel. 
Miss Wilson:-Mr. Denoyer, how much does twelve misspelled words count oJT." 
Mr. D. (turning pale): Oh! Miss Wilson, I had just sold my encyclopedia and had 
to wait a week to get another." 
"Two heads are better than one," remarked the Juniors (Edwin and Angelina), as 
they looked through the telescope at the same time. 
PROF. J ONEs-(to Babcock, who is reclining on back of seat,) "Babcock, you make 
me think of the old man's calf. It didn't die, it just 'kinder gin out'." 
Prof. Tones to Andrews, in Latin : "You make me think of the man I heard of in 
Kansas where the mud is said to be almost as deep as Tacitus. This man saw a hat mov-
ing along the street on the mud. He picked up the hat and saw a man 's head beneath. 
'Let me help you out of the mud,' said he. 'Oh no,' said the native, 'I'm all right, 
there's a horse under me'." 
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Classic Scenes
I. 
Class in Antigone slowly struggle in. 
Dr. Lummis: "Good morning' \Veil, how goes it' Don't you find that the interest 
keeps up remarkably?" 
Class: "Oh, yes 1" "Certainly." "Very thrillingly!" 
Dr. Lummis: "\Veil, Mr. Babcock, you may begin " 
Mr. Babcock (reading): "Alas, wretched man that I am, I have learned my lesson"-
(laughter from the class). 
Dr. L.: ''That seems to be a very funny thing in this class." 
Mr. B. (continuing): "Alas, alas," (pausing to consider, he spies Miss Tibbitts in 
the hall and murmers) "Oh! there she is now I" 
Dr. L.: "Mr. Evans, you may go on." 
Mr. Evans: "Alas, alas,-" 
Mr. B. (sotto voce): "Oh, you needn't call for her now, she's gone." 
Dr. L.: "Attention, company!" 
II. 
Tacitus class sits in solemn silence, the professor, apparently being unaware of their 
existence ; on a sudden-
Prof. Jones: "Miss Brown ! ! " (Miss Brown starts and gasps) "you may begin." 
Miss Brown, (reading); "It was not formerly pleasing in vain that women should not 
be taken among foreign races." 
Prof. Jones: "ls it customary now-a-days for women to accompany their husbands 
on campaigns, "
Miss Boyd : "Mrs. Bryan did." 
Prof. Jones: "That was different, there was more payin and less camp. 'S Nye." 
Miss Nye, (reading); "It is the natnre of the weak sex to be deserted-" 
Mr. B. (sotto voce): "That isn't their nature at all." 
Prof. Jones: "llo' ho' That's enough 1 'S Potter, what are the rivers of Gaul'" 
Miss Potter, (hesitating): "\Vhy, I had them once.-" 
Prof. Jon s: "Oh, would that you had them again. Anybody! \ Vhat! nobody? 
Again
P-RC-PTR-SS - (Appearing in the reception room) '' Mr. H-nb-st, are you a ware
that it is again after ten o'clock ?" 
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Oh, a band of gay singers strolled into the town, 
And they won the .fair maidens, with cap and with gown, 
And when the. gay singers came back home again, 
A fair maid sent after one this sad refrain: 
'' He held her hand and breathed 'good-bye ' : 
Tears stood in each uplifted eye, 
She said, '1 fear that I shall die 
\Vithont you , Baldwin.' 
The train pulled out, she turned away-
'Oh why with us can he not stay ?
He is so jolly and so gay-
That Mr. Baldwin. ' 
'But never mind, he'll come back soon 
He's coming fishing here in June, 
And, mercy on us. won't we spoon-
'·But there are days 
when we grind." 
Me and Baldwin.'" 
Dreys, (discussing theology with Dr. Lum-
mis): "Well, I suppose I shall be hanged 
for my hetrodoxy some day." 
Visitor after Greek ctass:-' 'Your 
teacher is a striking character." 
The unadvertised bicycle meets-Those that 
start from Ormsby every morning at 5 30 . 
Dr. L.: ''Good enough.'' 
Pr-f. H-rd~Who stole 
my flowers? 
The vocal professor having become the re-
cipient of a beautiful basket of trailing ar-
butus, selfishly boasts their being his alone, 
but forgetfully leaves them in his studio. He 
returns lo find them on their way to another 
room. He is immediately to the rescue, but 
only to meet a fastened door. Maddened by 
the loss, he does what few •would dare, and 
returns with hands full of dark tresses, with 
swelJed head, but flowerless. One of the par-
ticipants being a college artist, we are not 
without assistance to imagination. 
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M-ss P- rk-s-Ow- Ow-
Owch !! Oh! help! 
TheDifference• 
Prof. W.: ''What is the 
difference between a mas-
culine and a feminine 
rhyme'" 
Miss Waldo: " A dif-
ference of feet." 
Inexperienced
M r. Soph. (scornfully) 
"Was that all you had, a 
sleigh ride'" 
Miss Senior: "Well, 
there's a good deal com-
pressed in a sleigh ride." 
The accompanying ladies' quartette has been of special 
non-musical note the past year. The most striking 
reputation having been made by regular appearance at 
the regular visitations of Prof. T. on the second floor of 
Ormsby. '' Ninety-nine Bottles," and '' Chewed her 
Gum," are their favorites. 
"Lost, strayed, or stolen, or eaten up by the dogs !"-The College 
Free Silver Club. Return to Dreys any time before r900 and 
receive his campaign speeches of last fall 
FRESH - Thoserunners must have very good lungs. 
SOPH - Ohyes! One of them plays foot ball and can hold his breath a whole day at 
a time 
FRESH -HOWcan he do that? 
SOPH - Hegenerally blows up their foot-ball. 
. TheBloomer Girl.
Oh the gay bloomer girl, 
Oh the sweet bloomer girl, 
One glance in the "gym" 
Sets my head in a whirl. 
But the strength she develops 
\Viii do her no harm, 
For I know in tbe evening 
She will lean on my arm. 
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Thingsthat We Like
Mr. W-ll ms-What the lawyers plead. 
Mr. Wh-t- - Never gets enough; always 
wants Mower. 
Miss Cr mp-The national game. 
Miss B-rr- tt- \Vhat the Seniors raised on 
their sleighride
Miss Bl nch Cl rk A thing to wear around 
the neck 
Miss B ss Cl rk-What we all have a 
little of. 
Miss B-tt ns k-One on each side of the 
body . 
Mr. Ev· ns-An Irish potato. 
Miss S. P - rk s-What we all like. 
Tn Chemistry. - "Expose the cam-
era for a moment and you will get a 
simile of the object in front. " 
-
Senior Indications
From present indications it looks as if one of the 
Senior gent lemen would soon be Annie-mated and th e 
Senior lady Bennie-fitted. 
L-n Discovers tbe Air Ship.
''Cunn ing li verymen 
of---" 
Pretty Cadets
Oh we are the pretty cadets, 
Just look at our bright epaulets, 
Our trousers are blue 
With a stripe running through, 
And we are just "simply immense." 
A Review
Says Colonel V. to Doctor P., 
(Without adequate reflection) 
We'll strol l around about the ground 
While making the inspection. 
Ex-am-s ---Seniors. 
A white lie-Ormsby Hall cream. 
Class Characterizations
"I'll tell you them all by their names as they pass by." 
Look howwe can, or sad or merrily, Interpretation will misquote our looks." 
A. Hatlested-"Our youths and wildness shall no whit appear 
But a ll be buried in his gravity." 
F. B. Mott-"Do you not know that I am a woman ?
When I think, I must speak." 
A. H. James - "And for a woman wert thou first created, ' till 
Nature as she wrought thee fell a-doting." 
C. M. Stansbury-"Thy modesty is a candle to thy merit." 
A. D. Ball-"Loose, his hair, 
Streamed like a meteor to the troubled air." 
E. Beveridge-' 'She is not yet so old but she may learn." 
L. E. Crump-"lf Cupid hath not spent all his quiver, 
Thou shalt quake shortly." 
G. Baldwin-"And must I work? Oh what a waste o( time." 
C. A. Hatch-"She is too low for a high praise, too brown for a fair praise, and too little 
for great praise. Were she other than she is, she were unhandsome." 
A. G. Armitage- "Oh she sits high in all the people's hearts " 
M. E. Nye-"And all things about her drawn from May-time and the cheerful dawn." 
C. L. Crowe- "She was a scholar, and a ripe and good one; 
Exceeding wise, fair spoken and persuading." 
B. Babcock-"How sweetly do they minister to love, 
That know love's grief by its complexion." 
]uniors~ 
'' too Comic for the solemn tbings they are"
A. W. Armitage-'·The baby figure of the great form yet to come." 
C. D . Coller-"Fain would I climb, and yet I fear to fall." 
O L. Dreys·-"Much may be made of a Dutchman if he be caught young." 
A. J. Gowan-"! have no ambition to see a goodlier man ." 
W. Hecker-" I have something in me dangerous." 
W. A. Ladwig-"It is a great plague to be too handsome a man " 
H . C. Logan-"Most helpless man in ignorance sedate." 
J. A. Montgomery-"Above the flight of common souls." 
M . W Mower- "She holds, as 'twere, the mirror up to nature." 
W. M. Mott-"Not so young sir as to love a woman for singing, nor so old as to dote on 
her for anything." 
C S. Silverthorn-"A smi le that glowed celestial rosy red, love 's proper hue. " 
L. C. Voss-"Did I publish all I admire out of sympathy with the author, I should be 
ruined." 
W. Weter-"The pleasures of scholarship and the benignities of literature defy fortune 
and outlive calamity." 
"Whatdo T see? Ob, notbing ! Lookagain." 
C. I. Andrews-"Trains each particular hair to stand on end, 
Like quills upon the fretful porcupine." 
E. Batchelder-"Her eyes like stars of twilights fair , 
Like twiltghts too her dusky hair." 
F. H. Boyd-"A fine puss, gentlemen, that's a ll perfume. " 
R. E. Boyd-' 'The glass of fashion and the mould of form ." 
W. B. Bullock-' 'There's villainous news abroad . " 
R. E. Bennett-"Let every man be fully persuaded in his own mind ." 
C D . Barnes-"And thou art long and Jank and brown ." 
L.B. Casson-"Her si lver voice is the rich music of a summer bird. '' 
R. Evans-"He speaks an infinite deal of nothing, 
More than any man in all Lawrence.· ' 
M . Howerth-" Fie, what a spendthrift is she of her tongue ." 
H. J. Hughes-"I 'd rather be a kitten and cry mew, 
Than one of these same meter ballad-mongers. " 
M. A. Kline-"As from a bear a man would run for life, 
So fly I from her who would be my wife." 
L. J. Kline-"Nothing lovelier can be found in women, than to slucly household good. 
A. C Lunn-"More than over shoes in love." 
M . McNeal-"I have immortal longings in me. " 
C. Mower-' 'The more the artist charms, the more the thinker knows. '' 
T . R. Moyle- " Don 't put too fine a point to your wit for fear it might be blunted.· • 
D. Newberry-"Jle hath a most turkey-like walk." 
G. L. Reynolds-"A trumpeter of his own virtues-as thou sawest." 
B. Tibbitts-"Her state is like that of the things in the regions above the moon, 
Always clear and serene.·' 
N. Tibbitts-" What distraction was meant to mankind when thou wast made. " 
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N. ]. Waldo-"If you be what I think you, some sweet dream, 
I would but ask you to fulfill yourself." 
I. L. Whitman-"By this good light, a wench of matchless mettle." 
A. M. Wagg-"To be slow in words is a woman's only virtue." 
W. S. Wescott-"What a piece of work is man! How infinite in faculty!" 
How noble in reason! In form and moving how express and admirable I'' 
K B. White-"A fellow of infinite jest and most excellent fancy." 
R. E 'White-"I do betray myself with blnshing." 
"Annihilating all that's made to a green thought In a green shade. " 
E. Ames-"Stolen looks are nice in chapel." 
N. A. Bennett-"Yond Freshman has a lean and hungry look." 
A. H. Brown-"Modest stillness and humility." 
L. Buckland-"Her smile was like a rainbow flashing from a misty sky." 
M. Bullock- "How could I forget to beg of thee, dear violet, 
some of thy modesty.'' 
P. Brown-"For e'en though vanquished, he could argue still." 
M. B. Case-' 'To her music plants and flowers ever spring.'' 
G. L. Crurnp-"He has common sense in a way that's uncommon, 
Hates humbug and cant, Loves his friends like a woman ."
L. P. Denoyer-"Wiser in his own conceit than seven men that can render a reason. 
G. E. Darling-"What a whirlwmd is her head, and what a whirlpool full of depth and 
danger, is all the rest about her." 
L. Gilbert-"A woman she seems of cheerful yesterdays and confident to-morrows." 
A. Gochnauer-' 'The women pardoned all except her face.'' 
H. Greene-"She has a gift beyond the reach of art of being eloquently silent." 
G. Henbest-"Thou hast got more hair on thy upper lip, than Dobbin my thill-horse has 
on his tail." 
G. Irving-' 'Ha! ha! She thought 'twas a kindergarten.'· 
J. Jackson-"For what I will, I will, and there's an end." 
\V. R. Johnson-"My eyes make pictures when they 're shut." 
W. A. Lunn-"He thinks too much, such men are dangerous." 
J. Monahan-"And beardq he singes off with brands of fire." 
E. Parks-" A girl convinced against her Will, is of the same opinion sti ll.'' 
M. Potter-"Her smile was prodigal of summery shine, - gayly persistent." 
E. Reilley-" As merry as the day is long." 
E. M. Ryan-"And still the wonder grew, 
That one small head could carry all she knew." 
J. Schneck-"Tell the world, 'tis but a gaudy show." 
C. Stair-"Nor gives her tongue one moment's rest." 
M. C. Wolcott-"And there are songs, and quavers, roaring, humming, 
Guitars and every other sort of strumming." 
M. K. Warner--"There's daggers in her smile." 
I. White-"Thon wert a beautiful thought and softly bodied forth." 
S. R. Williams-"The deed that I intended to do is great, but what as yet, I know not." 
"Well, thus we play the fools with the time, and the spirits of the wise sit in the 
clouds and mock us." 
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Regular term begins about October 1st in each year 
Graded Courses Three Yearsof Seven months Each. (Obligatory. ) 
four Yearsof Seven months Each. (Optional. ) 
W. h. Earles, 
m. D., Dean. 
For Cataloguew Ii College
apply to • h. Clark.
ninth and Wells Streets, 
Milwaukee Wis. 
HENRY SCHUETTER, 
MerchantTailor
The Largest Stock The Lowest Prices 
Artistic High Grade Work.
Satisfaction Guaranteed. MASONIC BLOCK,
A special discount given 
to Faculty and Students. l\ppleton. Wis. 
Miss B-ckl-nd-"Some awfu l cows chased us clear up Pearl street hill, and when we 
got to the top we looked around and they did not have any hooks on." 
Here we have two faces: one pleased 
a nd one glum. H old lhe paper so tha t 
t he end of yonr nose is about an inch 
distant from it, look steadily al lhe 
paper h alf way between the circles, and 
you will see two pleased faces and one 
g lum one. This goes to show lhal lhe 
ch ances are lwo to one in favor of your 
being p leased if you patronize the 
establishment of 
Schlafer hardware Co.
BICYCLESFor sale for rent repaired
AT
Reasonable Prices. 
11 
TheTraditional Trading Place
for Lawrence students has always been at 
JOSEPH 
You can here find an excellent 
assortment of 
Clothing
Hats..t' 
Gloves
and everything in 
men'sfurnisbings 
In Latest Styles at 
Prices that Satisfy • 
GIVE VS A CALL.
First 
Ward 
Grocer \\ 
Dealer In 
Everything
Good to Eat 
Miss B.-"I don't see why cows don' t have hooks, they have eyes." 
Wright's
LIVERYStable
Students 
Head-
quarters 
for fine 
Rigs 
II Bus, Baggage 
and Hack
Lme m 
Connection 
Prices Reasonable. 
ForPerfumes and Fancy Toilet Soaps, or Toilet Articles of every discription, or Fair Treatment and Reliable Goods, 
patronize the 
LEADING PHARMACISTS. 
Kamps & Sacksteder 
Il l 
Extra Fine Seamless 
Half Hose 1Oc 
Finest Silk 
Neckwear . 39c 
The
In ENTALBest Linen 
Collars . . 
STUDENTS HEADQUARTERS 
8c 
20c 
fine Clothing and Gentlemen's Furnishings.
The Most Complete, Most Stylish, Most 
Economical Stock of Fine Clothing in 
the City. Prices always 25 to 40 per 
cent below all others. 
THE CONTll'lENTAL 
ONE PRICE CLOTHING HOUSE , 
805 College Ave. APPLETON, WIS, 
Miss P --rs-n to Mr . C-. n -"W ere yo u in verted when Mrs. D ow ney was here." 
ELMORE'S BARBER SHOP, 
Under Commercial National Bank, 
APPLETON, WIS. 
A J KAHN Manufacturing Jeweler, . . ' 
Diamond and Fancy Stone Setting, 
Designing, Engraving, Enameling. 
Repairing of Complicated 
Eyes Fitted Free WATCHES A SPECIAL TY. 
----
LITTLE'S PHARMACY~ 
768 College Avenue,_/ 
Don't Forget the Place. AAppleton, Wis. 
Everything for Woman's Dress 
And of the
Newest and
Most Exclusive 
Styles
A Little Better i 11 Quality 
A Trifle Lower i 11 Price. 
Ladies' Suits, Jackets and Millinery
Pettibone's Wisconsin
This School claims Superiority in the 
extent and thor- oughness of Labor-
atory Courses and niverssi y in the great vari-
ety of its Clinical _, Material and the 
For Circulars of Information address the Secretary, 
Dr. N. S. DAVIS, Jr.,
2431 Dearborn Street, CHICAGO. 
V 
8l0 College Avenue. 
The
Leader
Millinery and Art Goods 
Is any Consideration 
Stimson's 
Portraits 
Are the Cheapest . 
The majority of the Seniors have 
recognized this fact 
for years. 
Resolved, by Mr. C-11-r, that the piers in the river below Tululah should be removed, 
as he found it impossible to row over them. 
Edmund Gram
MANUFACTURERSREPRESENTATIVE For
I 
207-209 Grand Avenue, MILWAUKEE WIS. 
VI 
VJJ 
HEADQUARTERS FOR EVERYTHING IN MUSIC~ 
"Flanner's music House," 
215 Grand .... Milwaukee, ... 
.... Avenue, .... Wisconsin. 
SOLE AGENT FOR 
KNABE, BEHNING AND STERLING 
~PIANOS~ 
Sheet Music~ 
and• 
Music Books
Popular and Classic atLowest Rotes 
Mandolins Guitars, Banjos, Zithers, Violins, 
Accordeons, Regina and Syphonion Music 
Boxes, Etc., at Lowest Prices. ., 
All Sheet Music Published Sold at Half Price. 
VI111 
This BOOK TS 
Illustrated bv Delonge, 
Howard &> 
Zander, 
Engravers,
Milwaukee,
Wisconsin
